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AMS TRAC1
Chemical analysis of water from 17 sites along the Devils Lake 
chain, starting with Mauvais Coulee and ending with East Stump Lake, 
and plankton and benthic analyses of East and West Stump Lakes, the 
two terminal lakes in the chain, were conducted from September 1969 
to December 1972. A great degree of variation occurred along the chain 
with mineral content ranging from a minimum in groundwater to a maximum 
in East Stump Lake. Variations between lakes in the chain arise from 
physical characteristics such as isolation, permeability of basins, and 
reinundation.
Greatest mineralization r.as occurred in those lakes without outlets 
(East Devils and East Stump Lakes) where all inflow loss is by evapora­
tion. West St trap Lake, having an outlet since separation from East 
Stump, has since become less mineralized.
Recent (1969-72) high discharges down Hauvais Coulee that over­
flowed from Main into Mission and East Bays in Devils Lake, reduced 
concentration of certain ions but initially increased that of others by 
pickup from dry bottoms. As rewatering moved down the chain, mineral 
pickup continued and heaviest ionic concentrations were in most recently 
watered areas. Uppermost bays lost mineral concentration with continued 
flow-through and marked reductions were achieved in Main and Creel Bays.
In alx lakes minerals tended to increase during summer evaporation, 
peak with winter freeze-out, and decrease with spring thaw. Sulfate 
crystals precipitated from solution in East Stump Lake as water cooled
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in autumn and gave a sudden decline in dissolved unite there.
Calciummagnesium ration wore affected by photosynthesis with 
more calcium than magnesium occurring in those waters * Lth little or no 
photosynthetic activity, such as groundwater and Mauvais Coulee in the 
spring. In all lakes, photosynthetic formation and precipitation of 
calcium carbonate leaves the more soluble magnesium carbonate in so­
lution.
Ground and Mauv&is Coulee waters are sources of relatively lowly 
mineralized water to the chain; low minerality of the former being 
attributed to its lack of photosynthesizing organisms and its enclosed 
nature protecting it from climatic conditions such as evaporation. Lees 
mineralized condition of Mauvais Coulee is due to its transitory nature 
and high desiccation rates of lakes into which it flows.
Areal buildup and simultaneous decrease of orthophosphate in 
summer 1972 at all sites except East l>vils and West Stump Lakes are 
noteable but as yet unexplainable.
Variety of planktonic and benthic organisms has apparently in­
creased in West Stump Lake with demineralization following its separation 
from East Stump Lake, in which number of species is quite low.
A recent water level increase has partially restored Devils Lake 
turning it once again into an attraction for sportsmen. The future of 
Devils Lake as well as other lakes in the c-.ain depends upon weather 
conditions and implementation of the Garrison Diversion Plan.
xiv
INTRODUCTION
In light of past history, present conditions, and planned future 
events, limnological study of the Devils Lake chain offers such 
promise. Water level of lakes in the chain declined almost continu­
ously from 1867 until 19**0 converting 80,000 acres of lake bottom into 
marsh and prairie, but a noteworthy recovery has occurred recently. 
Desiccation, as with Great Salt Lake and the Caspian Sea, has increased 
mineralization.
This study was initiated to determine lake characteristics re­
sulting from mineralization and other changes brought about by water 
level decline, but a large natural rewatering beginning in 1969 forced 
inclusion of phenomena associated with that event.
STUDY AREA 
History Since i860
European settlement of the Devils Lake area began in the l860's, 
reaping the benefits of a splendid fishery, legions of waterfowl, and 
scenic surroundings. A small steamer, the "Minnie-H", plied the 
waters of Devils Lake from Minnewaukan to the city of Devils Lake, 
which became a thriving tourist center. Large numbers of waterfowl 




The surfaee of Devils Lake stood at 1*f38.3 foot above mean sea 
level in 1867 and nt 1^3^.6 feet in 1879. Changes in water level 
over the years since 186? (Figure 1) were accompanied by fluctuations 
in mineral content and changing biotas.
Northern pike disappeared from the lake in 1889 and this loss to 
the local economy eventually led to study of the lake in 1906 and 1907* 
and later attempts to acclimatize fishes to the increasingly mineral­
ized environment. By 1899 the lake level had declined to 1*f2*f.3 feet 
and concentration of dissolved 3olids was 8,^71 ppm (Young, 192*0.
Pope (1909) reported a dissolved solids concentration of 8,517 pp« in 
1906 when the water level was 1^23.9 feet and 9**^ ppm in 1907 at 
1*f23.6 feet. He sought causes for the disappearance of pike and evalu­
ated possibilities for stocking the lake with a species of fish that 
would meet the requirements of local people.
Decreasing water level resulted in the separation of the lake 
into smaller bays and lakes. Stump Lake probably became detached 
from Devils Lake before 186? and flow out of East Bay into East Devils 
Lake ended around 1907 when Devils Lake reached 1^23.6 feet.
In 1909, when the lake level stood at 1*f21.6 feet, the University 
of North Dakota was authorized to establish a biological station 
beside Creel Bay. One o: the duties listed in the legislative ap­
propriation act was, ”...study of the animals and plants in Devils 
Lake and other portions of North Dakota with reference to the problem 
of restocking and cultivating fish ir. Devils Lake..."
The 1909-1910 biennial report lists chemical analyses for 1899* 
1905, 1909, and 1910, indicating a progressive increase in total 
residue, uniform chloride- level, and, in 1910, a sulfate concentration
3
FI* l -  -  Maximum and minimum observed altitudes in Devils Lake 
(Single solid line denotes one observation during year)
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•igfct tines that of chloride. H o h  acclimatization work was limited to 
penning bass, perch, and pike in the lake, and exposing bullheads, pike, 
and suckers to Devils Lake water either in lake or aquaria.
The second biennial report (1911 ana 1912) indicated a substantial 
increase in total residue and most salts and held out hope that fish 
could be acclimatized by exposure to gradually increasing concentrations 
of lake water. The second biennial report was the last issuance of the 
biological station until 192*+ when Young summarized all studies and 
noted that no permanent success in the fish acclimatization experiments 
was achieved.
Daudt (1911) reported the concentration of dissolved solids in 
1911 to be 11,278 ppm with an elevation of 1*+20.2 feet, a drop of more 
than three feet in four years. In 191*+ and 191S salinity was 12,092 
and 1*»,*+52 ppm, respectively (Nerhus, 1920) end lake levels were 1*+20.1 
and 1*+16.9 feet. Concentration of minerals had decreased to 13,*+62 ppm
ir 1919 (Young, 192*+) when the stage of Devils Lake had increased to
%
1*18.0 feet. By 1920 salinity had increased to 15,889 ppm (Nerhus,
1920) and the lake had dropped to 1*+16.9 feet. Abbott (192*+) reported 
zinc in concentrations of about 15 ppm and by experimentation showed 
that fish could not tolerate that amount; lake level stood at 1*+16.2
feet and the city of Devils Lake started discharging sewage into Creel 
Bay.
In the 2** years froj 1899 to 1??3 concentration of salts almost 
doubled from 8,*+71 to 15,8S9 ppm and t :e lake surface fell about eight 
feet. In the period 1923 to 10*+8 no c. emical nearureraents of the water 
were made. The surface of Devils Luke declined during the 1923-*+0 to 
its lowest level of 1*+<X).9 >et, 38 feet lower than in 186?. The lake
o .rank t'rom an original 90,000 to 6, ,00 acres.
Swenson and Colby (195?) studied water quality in the Devils 
Lake basin during the period I’-'k - . At that time r.inc concentration
vug 0.16 ppm. They suggested it l ad precipitated after combining with 
sulfides produced by raw sewage discharged from the city of Devils Lake.
In November 19^ salt concentration of Devils Lake was 25.000 ppm 
and the lake was three feet higher than in 19 *̂0. Hie chemistry of 
Devils Lake changed considerably in 1950 when precipitation was above 
average and the lake rose eight feet. By December salinity of the water 
was 6,990 ppm. The maximum altitude attained in 1950 was 1^15.0 feet.
In May 1951 Devils Lake reached its highest level in 27 years, 1VI5«5 
feet, and salinity was 6,680 ppm.
In the 1950's large numbers of fathead minnows were noted in 
Devils Lake and in 1955 the North Dakota Game and Fish Department re­
leased 32,000 pike fingerlings, followed by plantings of 50,000 finger- 
lings in 1956 and 1,075.00 in 1958. Test nettings in 1958 yielded 102 
pike averaging 19.6 inches and 2.5 pounds. In 1959 only three pike 
(25.3 inches anc four pounds one ounce) were recovered. Lake level 
continued to rise until the end of the 1950's and then again declined.
From 195^ to i960, dissolved solids in water from Creel Bay aver­
aged 5,000 ppm and mean altitude was 1916.3 feet above mean sea level 
(Mitten, Scott and Rosene, 1968).
In 1965 the Departments of Biology and Geclcgy, University of 
North Dakota, reinctitutec study of Devils Lake and the biological 
station was reactivated in 15 7* Investigations ave been concerned 
with, precipitation of carbonate mineral. (Calender and Armstrong,
19 V ), productivity measurement;; (Armstrong, et_. vl., 1966), sooplank-
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ton-pi y tool .ink ton interaction; (Anderson find Armstrong, 1 %  ), aedi- 
mentological features (Callender, 196?). phytoplankton development 
(Anderson, 1969)« biology and life cycle.; of sol an .an do rs (Buchli, 1969), 
studies of benthic fauna (Knauss, 19V0). ar.d studies of Holocene diatom 
succession (Stoerraer, e_t. al., 19/1).
In dune 1967 , 20,000 pike fingerlings released in Creel Bay grew 
to a length of 13 inches by September 1 attesting to tne high fish 
productivity potential described by Brannon (19H). Failure of the three 
previous oike plantings may be attributed to low oxygen conditions 
imposed by ice cover in tne shallow lake.
Continued natural rices in water level beginning in 1969 and the 
success of the 19o? fish plantings prompted additional stockings of 
northern pike, walleye, and perch in 19*9 and 1970. ?y summer of 1972, 
nine to eleven pound pikes and two to four pound walleyes were being 
caught. In addition, the lake was once again attractive to swimmers 
and boaters.
Geological History
The Devils Lake basin apparent _y was formed by glacial action 
w.iich diverted two northeaster!: flowing rivers (the ancestral Knife 
and Cannonball Havers) to the sou'Continued advancement of the 
glacier formed t ie Heiadal ar. Cannonball c-.unnels, southwest of the 
Devils Lake Diversion Channel, as it rested between advances. The 
first glacial halt, whicr. resulted in tne Devils Lake Diversion 
Channel, also formed the Hillsdale moraine wr.ich was partially removed 
by later ice advances. The second and third glacial halts formed the
7
Heirdal and North Viking moraines, respectively (Figure 2). Glacial 
Lake Minnewaukan, predeceoaor of the preaent Devil/ Lake-Stump Take 
complex, originated approximately 13,000 yeare ago as glacial melt 
water was trapped by the North Viking end moraine. Surface elevation 
of this lake supposedly' reached 1^60 feet above mean sea level but 
declined as the volume of nelt-vater diminished and the lake eventually 
split into the several lakes and bays of the Devils Lake System 
son, 1912).
Today the lake system begins with the Sweetwater group and 
extends successively through Mauvais Coulee, Devils Lake, East Bay 
Devils Lake, and East Devils Lake to Stump Lake. The Jerusalem outlet 
formerly connected Devils and Stump Lakes and the lake chain emptied 
into the Sheyenne River via the Big Stony spillway from West Strap 
Lake. The Jerusalem outlet dried prior to 1830 (Uphani, 1895).
General Surroundings
Morainal hills surrounding the Devils Lake chain bear deciduous 
forests with a dense undergrowth. Principal plant species are: bur 
oak, box elder, basswood, ash, elm, cottonwood, chokecherry, buckthorn, 
buffalo berry, dwarf willow, sand cherry, juneberry, wild plum, currant, 
wild rose, silver berry, honeysuckle, grapevine, sumac, and poison ivy. 
The drift plain contains native and introduced grasses and weeds, fields 
of small grains, and scattered shelter belts.
Svne areas bordering the water have stands of Phragmites and 
Typha. Dried lake beds support Salicornia rubra, Atriplex. Distichlis. 
and other species that are restricted to saline soils.
8
Fig 2 —  &co*ogic wop of Devils Laks- Stump Lake area (from Anderson, I9«
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This chain of lakes is exposed to northwesterly and southerly 
winds which generate waver, of near nrucinum height during open water 
seasons. Waves erode bottom materials bringing much finely divided 
Material into suspension. Displaced vascular plants, algae, and 
plankton frequently fora windrows along snores. Foam is conaon on 
East Devils Lake.
Garrison Diversion Project
The Bureau of Reclaa&tion's Garrison Diversion plan calls for 
partial restoration of Devils Lake in addition to irrigation of 250,000 
acres in north central, eastern and southeastern North Dakota and 
northeastern South Dakota. Water will be puaped from the Missouri 
River Garrison Reservoir (Lake Sakakawea) into Snake Creek Reservoir 
(Lake Audubon), thence into Lone Tree Reservoir via the McClusky Canal 
(Figure 3). Lone Tree Reservoir will discharge into the improved James 
River channel which will give rise to the James River Feeder Canal and 
New Rockford Canal. The latter will lead into the Warwick Canal, from 
which the Devils Lake Feeder Canal will lead to the southeastern 
boundary of Main Bay. Devils Lake would drain through lakes and canals 
to Stuap Lake, which may discharge into the Sheyenne River via Tolna 
Coulee.
Surface elevations (Figure k) would be raised to 1^23 feet above 
mean sea level in Main Bay; East Bay would rise to 1*t22 feet and dis* 
charge into East Devils Lake which woula be held at 1h21 feet. East 
Devils Lake would be tapped by the Stump Lake Feeder Canal, and Stuap 
Lakes would be maintained at '’‘(18 feet.
1 Gorrtson Reservoir
2 Snoke Creek Reservoir
3 McChisky Conol
4 Lonetree Reservoir 
3 James R ver
• Jomes R ver Feeder 
7 Jamestown Reservoir
• Nee Rockford Conol 
9 Worwlek Conol
10 Devils Loke Feeder Conol
11 Devils Loke
12 Stump Loke Feeder Conol
13 Stump Lake
14 Stump Loke Outlet Conol
15 Skeyenne River
F it 3.— Oarrison Diversion conol sysfsm
II
a* ‘
4 Garrison Diversion proposed plan
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METHODS OF STUDY
Sampling Sites
Samples were collected weekly, bi-weekly, and monthly depending 
on weather and road conditions. The 17 sampling sites, shown in 
Figure 5, and their respective periods of 3tudy are as follows:
1. East Stump Lake below Old Settlers Park--9 September 1969 to
15 December 1972
2. West Stump Lake, eastern bay— 9 September 1969 to 15 December
1972
3* An artesian well, 1*0 feet deep, between the two Stump Lakes—
16 May to 15 December 1972
*t. Coon Lake discharge— 16 Hay to 1 July 1972 (dry after 1 July)
5. Swan Lake discharge— 16 May to 1 July 1972 (dry after 1 July)
6. East Devils Lake, east side— 26 May to 15 December 1972
7. Groundwater seep into east side of East Devils Lake— 29 July
to 15 December 1972
8. Eastern end of East Bay, near Warwick— 3 June to 15 December
1972
9. Culvert between Black Tiger and East Bays— 16 Mai’ to 15
Decerber 1972
10. Culvert between Mission and East Bays— 13 March to 15 December
1972
11. Mission Bay, west side— 27 June 1970 to 13 March 1972
12. Main Bay, east side by Mission Bay culvert— 16 May to 15
December 1972
13. Creel Bay by the University of North Dakota Biological
Station— 9 September 1969 to 15 December >972
12
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Pig 5._Softplng stations on ths Dsvils Lake chain (stations numbered)
—_________ ______________ ■ - ■: - _____ --- . _ ___ -______  _ _
1^* Six Mile Bay on the south side of Highway 19— 11 July to 18 
September 1971
15« i-ower Mauvais Coulee south of the Highway 19 bridge— 11 July 
1971 to 15 December 1972
16. Upper Mauvais Coulee one mile east of Highway 281— 11 July
1971 to 15 December 1972 (dry after 1 September)
17. City of Devils Lake sewage drain into the east side of Creel
Bay— whenever running
Physical Features
Temperature was measured with a thermistor thermometer and light 
penetration by means of a submarine photometer. Weather data collected 
at the Devils Lake radio station (KDLR) was secured from United States 
Department of Commerce Climatological Data bulletins. Discharge data 
for Mauvais Coulee at Churchs Ferry came from the United States De­
partment of Interior, Geological Survey, Water Resources Data for 
North Dakota.
Chemical Procedures
Chemical samples were taken in acid-washed brown bottles which 
were placed in an insulated container and transported to the lakeside 
laboratory for immediate analysis. Alkalinity, hardness, ammonia- 
nitrogen, nitrite-nitrogen, and orthophosphate were determined ac­
cording to Standard Methods (A.P.H.A., 12th edition, 1965)• Nitrate 
was determined by the cadmium reduction method of Strickland and 
Parsons (1965), sulfate by the turbidimctric method, chloride with a 
specific ion electrode, and conductivity with a Wheatestone bridge.
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The ammonia test was complicated in East Stump Lake by high mineral 
content* The June 17, 1972 samples which were frozen for storage 
prior to analysis, lost mineral content.
Biological Methods
Plankton samples of 2SO-2,000 ml were preserved with 2% formalin 
and concentrated by settling. Concentrates were analyzed in a Sedgwick*- 
Rafter chamber; grid and strip counts were utilized for the more
numerous forms while the entire chamber was scanned for rarer forms.
2Counting units .ere: ocular grids (0.^9 mo ) for large, irregular- 
shaped colonies such as Microcystis, individual colonies for such forms 
cjs Sphaerocystis and Oocyst is, 100 micron lengths for filamentous alg'.w, 
and individuals for single—celled algae and zooplankters. Identi­
fications were according to: Edmondson (1959), Hustedt (1950), Jahn 
and Jahn (19^), Pennak (1953), Prescott (195^), Smith (1950), and 
Vhitford and Schumacher (1969).
PRESENTATION OF DATA
Meteorology
During the period of this study, the Devils Lake area had an 
annual mean temperature of 39*2° F and an average annual precipitation 
of 15.5 inches (Table 1), Mean monthly temperatures varied from a 
January low of -3.8° F in *1969 to a July high of 70.8° F in 1970. The 
average growing season or frost-free period is about 130 days, be­
ginning the middle of May and ending in mid- to late September.
Precipitation exhibited marked seasonal and considerable year lo 
year fluctuations. Over the period of study the annual amount varied 
from 11.8 to 18.6 inches. Generally, about half of the amount fell in 
June, July, and August, coming as thunderstorms and showers in early 
morning and evening. The greatest monthly precipitation was 5*^ inches 
in June 1971 and the least was 0.05 inches in November 19&9* With a 
mean precipitation rate of 16.07 inches for 1960-72, 1969 and 1972 had 
below average rates and 1970 and 1971 were above average.
Snowfall averaged 30 inches and visually came between early No­
vember and early April. Water content of snow was generally low.
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Feb 8.1 0.16 -
Mar 13.6 0.6 -
Apr 38.7 1.0 -
May 54.3 4.1 5.89
June 61.6 2.34 6.56
July 70.8 1.63 7.32
Aug 68.3 3.16 5.59
Sept 58.7 0.16 4.03
Oct 45.2 0.6 -
Nov 27.0 0.5 -
Dec 9.9 1.21 —
38.3 16.39 29.39
1961
Jan 7.1 0.35 -
Feb 15.5 0.62 -
Mar 29.8 0.14 -
Apr 35.7 1.27 3.1
Hay 51.7 0.83 6.0
June 68.6 0.94 9.08
July 68.5 2.84 6.5
Aug 72.6 0.42 8.13
Sept 52.7 5.0 2.99
Oct 45.3 0.26 -
Nov 27.2 0.25 -
Dec 4.7 1.1 —
39.9 14.02 35.8
1962
Jan 3.1 0.95 -
Feb 3-0 0.56 -
Mar 19.1 1.65 -
Apr 38.9 0.56 3.43
May 51.1 5.82 3.53
June 64.0 1.95 5.37
July 65.4 2.21 5.93
Aug 67.7 3.56 5.35
Sept 54.0 0.66 3.72
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TABLE 1— Continued
Ave. temp. Total ppt. Total evap.
Month °F inches inches
Oct 4?.6 0.45
Nov 31.9 0.9 -
Dec 14.2 0.74 -
38.3 20.01 27.33
1963
Jan 0.4 0.07 -
Feb 9.0 0.6 mm
Mar 29.3 0.47 -
Apr 41.0 1.87 2.78
Kay 51.5 2.26 5.37
June 66.2 4.66 5.69
July 71.5 1.65 1.56
HUg 68.5 0.59 5.56
Sept 60.1 0.72 -
Oct 54.9 0.36 mm
Nov 30.4 O .15 mm
Dec 5.8 0.83 mm
40.72 14.23 25.96
1964
Jan 12.0 0.33 -
Feb 15.7 0.33 -
Mar 15.9 0.66 -
Apr 42.3 1.39 -
Hay 55.6 2.06 -
June 61.2 5.28 -
July 70.6 1.62 -
Aug 62.6 3.52 mm
Sept 52.7 2.81 4.08
Oct 45.9 0.43 3.83
Nov 27.0 0.42 -
Dec 1.7 0.47 -
38.6 19.32 7.91
1965
Jan -1.0 0.17 -
Feb 9.0 0.01 -
Mar 15.1 0.19 -
Apr 4o.** 1.58 -
Kay 53.2 3.0? -
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TABI£ 1— Continued





June 62.4 1.64 6.36
July 67.1 5.02 6.61
i ug 65.7 1.2'+ 5.59
Sept 46.6 5 .2 k 2.5
Oct 47.6 0.51 2.84
Nov 24.3 0.5 -
Dec 19.6 O .51 -
37.5 19.86 23.9
1966
Jan -8.2 0.25 -
Feb 5.5 O .k k -
Mar 28.7 3.21 -
Apr 36.0 1 . k ? 2.6
May 51.1 0.67 5.85
June 64.0 2.96 6.01
July 71.4 3.47 6.17
Aug 65.0 2.86 4.68
Sept 53.5 0.71 k . k k
Oct 45.1 0.73 1.98
Nov 20.2 0.26 -
Dec 10.7 0.46 —
37.3 17.49 31.73
1967
Jan 8.8 0.81 -
Feb 3.6 0.25 -
Mar 2 k . k 0 . 3k -
Apr 36.8 1.79 1.14
May 49.6 o . k k 3.39
June 62.7 1.56 6.35
July 68.8 0.96 8.06
Aug 67.6 0.44 7.76
Sept 60.5 0.63 5.35
Oct ^3.1 1.S2 2.49
IIov 28.2 0.09 -
Dec 13.7 0.95 —
39.0 10.08 35.54
1968








FVb 8.9 0.13 _
Mar 31.8 0.73 -
Apr 42.4 1.43 2.81
May 50.8 2.18 5.47
June 62.1 2.0 4.96
July 67.9 1.58 6.9
Aug 64.2 4.15 5.65
Sept 57.3 2.03 3.86
Oct 44.7 0.42 1.77
Nov 30.1 0.45 -
Dec 7.6 0.25 -
39.4 2 15.64 31.42
1969
Jan -3.8 1.25 -
Feb 11.2 1.24 -
Mar 15.0 0.29 -
Apr 43.7 0.39 -
May 55.2 1.31 -
June 57.4 3.17 4.96
July 68.2 2.42 6.64
Aug 72.5 0.68 6.76
Sept 59.0 2.49 4.04
Oct 39.7 0.98 -
Nov 30.1 0.05 -
Dec 16.2 0.51 -
33.7 14.78 22.4
1970
Jan 0.7 0.45 -
Feb 10.7 0.28 -
Mar 16.4 0.77 -
Apr 37.8 1.10 -
May 51.6 2.63 -
June 68.6 3.36 7.27
July 70.8 4.69 7.24
Aug 68.6 1.94 6.38
Sept 58.2 1.8 3.92
Oct 44.8 n.66 1.93
!»ov 25.8 0.28 -










Jan -3.0 0.93 -Feb 11.6 0.14 —
Mar 22.3 0.95 —
Apr 42.2 1.04 -
May 54.2 O .38 -
June 65.1 5.35 -
July 65.0 1.49 -
Aug 68.9 1.2 -
Sept 36.1* 2.07 -
Oct 45.3 2.75 -
Nov 25.8 0.17 -
Dec 9.5 O .15 -
38.6 16.62 -
1972
Jan - 0.29 —
Feb 4.1 0.66 -
Mar 22.1 1.01 —
Apr - 0.39 -
May 58.6 2.78 -
June 65.7 1.31 •
July 65.3 1.14 -
Aug 69.3 2.36 -
Sept 53.5 1.9 —
Oct — 1.04 —
Nov 24.2 O .16 •
Dec 4.4 0.5 -
40.8 •3.54 mm
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Thermal stratification io ephemeral in the Devils Lake chela 
daring open water seasons due to shallowness of the Ink* z sad frequent 
heavy wave action. Following calm periods, Creel and Main Bays oc­
casionally showed slight vertical variations which were readily de­
stroyed by a moderate wind. Under ice cover it was usual to have 
slightly higher temperatures near the bottom of the lakes. Maximum 
temperatures occurred in June, July, and August with oiniauas under ice 
cover from November to April (Figure 6).
Light Penetration
Devils Lake
Light penetration varied with density of plankton growth (Table 
2). Percentage transmission at one meter varied from 3«9% to as high 
as 1o .7?£. Very faint light was recorded on the bottom on all dates. 
Penetration of red, blue, and green wave lengths changed with the 
season, with green and red usually having greater intensity and range.
East and Vest Stump Lakes
Because of the shallowness of these lakes relatively high per­
centages of light penetrated to the bottom (Table 3 and k ) . Again 
green wave le*igths had greater intensities and range than either red or 
blue.
Discharge Along the Chain
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Fig. 6.— Temperature variation in Creel Bay and East and West Stump 
Lakes (surface samples)
TAi.UJ 2
PERCENT LIGHT PEKETRATION IN CREEL HAY, DEVILS LAKE
?4
Date Depth inmeters No filter Green filter Red filter Blue filter
6/13/71 1 9.23 0.18 1.54 1.46
2 0.38 0.014 0.076 O .15
3 0.03 0.003 0.00? 0.007
4 0.006 0.004 0.003 0.003
bottom 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003
9/18/71 3.9 1.14 0.74 0.11
2 O .38 0.03 0.09 0.006
3 0.05 0.0 0.004 0.0















8/7/72 -n 7.6 3.3 1.5 0.4O
Cm 1.8 0.67 0.43 0.07
3 0.6 0.27 0.19 0.024 0.3 0.08 0.06 0.009
5 0.08 0.0 3 0.02 0.007
bottom 0.0 3 0.01 0.01 0.007
1 16.7 5.9 3.0 2.5
2 7.1 2.7 0.83 0.2
3 5.95 4.6 0.5 0.0?4 2.4 1.7 0.25 0.03
5y °*$6 1.4 0. is 0.02bottom 0.38 0.08 0.1 0.02
19/3/72
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PERCENT LIGHT PENETRATION 14 EAST STUMP LAKE
TABLE 3
Date Depth in meters Ho filter Green filter Red filter Blue filter
9/18/71 1 2.57 0.8 0.59 0.085
bottom 0.47 0.18 0.16 0.02
5/26/72 1 38.5 5.4 3.8 1.03
bottom 26.7 3.9 3.1 0.69
7/8/72 1 44.1 5.7 3-3 0.63
bottom 8.5 3.5 O .91 0.31
8/19/72 1 16.4 6.7 2.6 0.74
bottom 10.0 4.2 1.5 0.13
TABLE 4
PERCENT LIGHT PENETRATION IN WEST STUMP LAKE
Date Depth in meters No filter Green filter Red filter Blue filter
9/18/71 1 2.6 0.8 0.59 0.085
bottom 0.47 0.18 0.16 0.02
5/26/72 1 3.7 0.94 0.83 0.17
2 0.17 0.05 0.01 0.01
7/8/72 1 55.2 6.89 3.3 1.5
2 10.0 4.2 2.5 0.59
8/19/72 1 42.7 5.4 2.8 1.03
bottom 29.1 3.9 2.1 0.64
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The Sweetwater group of lakes (Sweet1 ;ater Lake, Dry Lake, Lac 
moc Morteu, and Lake Irvine) were formerly connected by a series of 
small coulees and drained to Devils Lake via Mauvais Coulee. The 
general decline in water level isolated some of these lakes and re­
stricted flow into Mauvais Coulee to periods of high runoff during 
spiring melt or after exceptionally heavy rains. Mauvais Coulee now 
flows intermittently, and is largely maintained by snowmelt and spring 
and summer rains. Overflow from the Sweetwater lakes augments and 
prolongs discharge in the Coulee when it occurs. Discharge in the 
Coulee increased significantly during the period 1969-72. Acre feet 
of water moving past Churchs Ferry for water years (October to Sep­
tember) 1965-72 were as follows: 1965, 432; 1966, 15,100; 1967, 14,800; 
1968, 651; 1969, 96,000; 1970, 59,710; 1971, 77,110; 1972, 49,660.
Swan and Coon Lake overflows supply relatively fresh water to 
West Stump Lake but in minor quantities.
In 1969, 1970, and 1971 discharge between the bays of Devils Lake 
was limited to the spring runoff period. During 1972, although dis­
charge volume decreased during the summer, it was continuous at three 
sites: Main Bay into Missio-i Bay, Mission Bay into East Bay, and East 
Bay into Black Tiger Bay. With heavy spring runoff, flow was always 
from East Bay into Black Tiger Bay, but as water level became stabi­
lized, direction of flow between these two bays depended upon wind 
direction. On 11 sample dates East Bay flowed into Black Tiger Bay, 
on nine dates Black Tiger flowed into East Bay, and on four dates no 




Recent water level increase has noticeably affected the Devils 
Lake bays chemically but East Devils Lake and East and West Stump Lakes 
have not been involved. Water chemistry of the De/ils Lake bays 
reflects both dilution and pickup from previously dry lake beds.
Hydrogen Ion Concentration
The pH of these waters is generally controlled by the relative 
abundance of carbonate, bicarbonate, and carbon dioxide ions. Free CO^ 
did not occur in East Stump Lake, East Devils Lake, East Bay at 
Warwick, Black Tiger-East Bay and Mission-East Bay culverts, and Main 
Bay. Consequently, pH never fell below 8.0 in these localities, but it 
varied with carbonate concentration in open water and under ice except 
in East Stump Lake where it fell with large carbonate and bicarbonate 
increases in late winter (Figures 7* 11« 12, 13* 1*S 16). The HCO^iCOj 
ratio changed at that time from 1.5:1 to 2:1 and it appears that the 
relative HCO^ increase induced the pH decline. All other bodies pos­
sessed free CO^ at times and then had pH values below 8.0 (Figures 8,
9, 10, 15, 17, 18, 19). West Stump Lake and Mission and Creel Bays 
each had an extended period (October 1970-July 1971) during which pH, 
with one exception in each of the bays, remained below 8.0 (Figures 8, 
15* 17). It dropped into this range on only two other occasions in 
each area. Groundwaters were most often around pH 7«0 but the two 
were seldom alike, having the same values only four times; on six dates
28
sampling date



























































Fig. 10.—  pH, total, carbonate and bicarbonate alkalinities in 

















Fig. II.—  pH, total, carbonate and bicarbonate alkalinitiee 
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CARBONATE
Fifl. 19— pH, total, carbonate and bicarbonate alkalinitiee in 
Six Mile Bay, sowage drain, and Upper Mauvaie Coulee
the seep had a higher pH and on neven datoe the reverse was true 
(Figure 9)* In the Coon and Swan Lake drains pH was above 8*0 in June. 
The Coon Lake outlet had generally higher pH than the Swan Lake drain 
(Figure 10). The sewage outlet and Six Mile Bay each had pH above 8.0 
but once and pH in these waters was lower than on corresponding dates 
in Creel Bay (Figures 17, 19). In lower Mauvais Coulee pH remained 
below 8.0 except in Kay 1972, but in the upper Coulee it frequently 
ranged above 8.0 in summer of 1972 (Figures 18, 19).
Total. Carbonate, and Bicarbonate Alkalinities
Carbonate and bicarbonate generally exhibited expected relation^ 
ships with an increase in carbonate being accompanied by a decrease in 
bicarbonate and vice versa. Carbonate was always lacking in the ar­
tesian well, groundwater seep, Swan Lake drain, and Six Mile Bay 
(Figures 9, 10, 19), absent at times from West Stump Lake, Coon Lake 
drain, Hission and Creel Bays, upper and lower Mauvais Coulee, and the 
sewage outlet (Figures 8, 10, 15* 17, 18, 19), and always present in 
East Stump Lake, East Devixs Lake, East Bay at Warwick, Black Tiger- 
East Bay and Mission-East Bay culverts, and Main Bay (Figures 7, 11,
12, 13, 14, 16). Maximum concentrations were reached under ice in East 
Stump and East Devils Lakes (Figures 7, 11). West Stump Lake peaks 
were in December 1969, September 1970, 1971, and 1972 with extended 
high carbonate periods in July-September 1970 and 1972 (Figure 8).
Creel Bay peaks were in September and December 1969, September 1970, 
August and September 1971, and August 1972 with two periods of con­
tinuous hign concentration corresponding to those of West Stump Lake
(Figure 17)* The Bast Bay sites, Misoion and Main Bays and Mauvaia 
Coulee experienced highest carbonate in July, August, or September 
(Figures 12, 13, 1*», 15, 16, 18, 19). From autumn 1970 to mid^-auneer
1971 carbonate was lacking in West Stump T>ake, Mission and Creel Bays 
(Figures 8, 15, 17). Lowest carbonate concentrations occurred in the 
spring in Sast and West Stump Lakes, Bast Devils Lake, Mission-East 
Bay culvert and Main Bay (Figures 7, 8, 11, 1*t, 16); in November in 
East Bay (Figure 12); in July at Black Tiger-East Bay culvert (Figure 
13); October-December, 1970 and February-June and October, 1971 in 
Mission Bay (Figure 15); and in October-December 1970, January-June, 
September and October, 1971 and May-June, 1972 in Creel Bay (Figure 17).
Maximum concentrations of bicarbonate were reached at all surface 
water stations under ice (Figures 7, 8, 10-19). Groundwater had 
highest values in July (Figure 9). When both carbonate and bicarbonate 
Sons occurred, bicarbonate was always greater, except in East Stump 
Lake, when carbonate exceeded bicarbonate twice in August and September
1972 (Figure 7). Minimum bicarbonate values were obtained in spring at 
East Stump Lake, Coon and Swan Lake drains, East Devils Lake, and 
Manvais Coulee (Figures 7, 10, 11, 18, 19) and in September in ground- 
water, Bast Bay sites, and Main Bay (Figures 9, 12, 13, 1*f, 16). West 
Stump Lake minima were in Hay, 1970; April, 1971; September, 1972 
(Figure 8). Mission Bay's were in August, 1970 and May, 1971 (Figure 
15) and Creel Bay's were in May, 1970; April, 1971; March and September, 
1972 (Figure 17). Total alkalinity was highest in East Devils Lake and 
East Stump Lake and lowest in groundwaters, Coon and Swan Lake dr eons, 
Mauvais Coulee, and the sewage outlet (Figures 7, 9* 10, 11, 18, 19). 
Mean total alkalinity was lower in 1972 than in proceeding years in
*♦2
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East Stump Lake and Creel Bay whereon Went Stump Lake had its lowest 
neans in 19^9 and 1970.
Calcium. Magnesium, and Total Hardness
Coon and Swan Lake drains. Hast Bay at Warwick, Black Tiger-East 
Bay culvert, Six Mile Bay and ujJJ>er"Mauvais Coulee had maximum calciun 
concentrations in July and August (Figures 23, 26 , 27, 32 , 34). Calcium 
was rather constant in groundwater seepage but varied markedly at times 
in the artesian well (Figures 22, 25). At all other stations calcine 
was most abundant just before spring thaw. Calcium minima in East 
Stunp and East Devils Lakes, Mission-East Bay culvert. Mission, Main, 
and Creel Bays, and the Coulee stations were in the spring (March-Hay) 
(Figures 20, 24, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 34). In West Stump Lake calcium 
was lowest in August and September, 1970; May, 1971; July, August, and 
September, 1972 (Figure 21). Lowest calcium concentrations in East Bay 
at Warwick and Black Tiger-East Bay culvert were in November and July, 
respectively (Figures 26, 27). Besides the spring low, upper Kauvais 
Coulee also had a calcium minimum in September (Figure 34). Magnesian 
was more influential than calcium in total hardness levels at most sites 
and was subject to more fluctuations. Magnesium maxima were in late 
winter at all stations except Mission and Main Bays and upper Mauvai* 
Coulee (Figures 29 , 30 , 34). Main Bay experienced a magnesium peak in 
June; in Mission Bay (1971) magnesium was at its highest level in July; 
the upper Coulee peaked in August and September, 1971 and June, 1972 
(Figures 29, 30, 34). Lowest magnesium concentrations were reached in 
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Fi* 23.— Total hordnaw, colcium and magnaslum in Coon and 3*ai 
Si* MM« Bay ond tha Mwogo drain
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Fig. 25.— Total hardness, calcium and magnesium in the 
groundwater seep
Fig. 2 6 .--Totot hardness, caicium and magnesium in 














Fig. 27.—  Total hardness, calcium and magnesium in 
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Fig, 29. —  Total horde***, calcium and magnoplum in 
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Fig 32.—  Totol hardness, calcium, magnesium, specific 
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Fig. 33.— Total hardnaw, calcium and magn«*ium in Low«r 
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Fig. B4 — Totol hordntM, colcium, mognetium, •ppcific 
conductance, •ulfatt ond chloride in Upp«r Mouvait Couitt
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Cr«*l Bays, end lower and upper Mauvais Coulee; in October at tne well 
and Main Bay; in August and September in groundwater seepage. East Bay 
at Warwick, and Mission-Bast Bay culvert; and in June in the Black 
Tiger-Bast Bay culvert (Figures 20-3^). Calcium always exceeded or 
equalled magnesium in groundwater and the sewage outlet; occasionally 
exceeded magnesium in Coon and Swan Lake drains and lower and upper 
Mauvais Coulee; but never equalled magnesium at other sites. 1971 was 
* year of numerous calcium anu magnesium fluctuations in Mission and 
Creel Bays (Figures 29, 31 )• In h.'ssion Bay calcium and magnesium 
were lower in 1971 than the previous year (Figure 29). Mean annual 
concentrations cf calcium in Creel ray were: 17^ ppm, 19&9; 186 ppm, 
1970; 251 ppm, 1971; 190 ppm, 1972. Magnesium averages were: 1511 ppm, 
1969; 126^ ppc, 1970; 152^ ??=, 1971; 85^ pprn, 19?2. Total hardness 
was highest ir> l e t  Stump Lake and lowest in the artesian well. East 
said West Stump Lakes and Creel Bay showed a lower total hardness in 
1972 than in preceeding years, the decrease being most significant in 
Creel Bay (Figures 20, 21, 31). Total hardness increased with distance 
down the chain from Creel to East Bay. Mean annual concentrations for 
1972 were 10M+ ppm in Creel Bay, 1078 ppm in Mission-East Bay cuiv9rt, 
and 1966 ppm in East Bay at Warwick.
Sulfate, Thloride, and Conductivity
The most abundant anions in these lakes and bays were sulfate and 
chloride. Incoming fresher water, i.e., groundwater and Mauvais Coulee 
water nad bicarbonate as the most abundant anion. The groundwater 
seep and Mauvais Coulee had more sulfate than chloride while the
60
opposite was true for the artesian well (Figures 34, 38, 40, 47). 
Sulfate was also predominant in Coon and Swan Lakes, the sewage outlet, 
and Six Mile Bay (Figure 39) with bicarbonate and chloride second and 
third, respectively. Sulfate increased during winter in West Stusp 
Lake and lower Mauvais Coulee (Figures 37, 47). At all other sites 
except East Stump Lake, sulfate varied without exhibiting any signifi­
cant seasonal trends (Figures 35-47). Sulfate was most concentrated 
in East Stump Lake where it peaked in late summer and declined in 
October, when temperatures < 5° C induced precipitation (Figure 35)•
Some returned to solution when pH declined under ice cover and formed 
winter peaks which were followed by dilution at ice melt (Figure 36). 
Sulfate declined in Devils Lake bays as they came more and more under 
the influence of discharge from Mauvais Coulee (Figures 44, 45, 46). 
Sulfate was about 25x as concentrated in East Stump Lake as in Creel 
Bay. Lowest values were recorded in groundwater and Mauvais Coulee.
Chloride was ouch more constant than sulfate and, in general, 
increased from late simmer through ice cover. This winter buildup was 
most apparent in East and West Stump Lakes (Figures 35$ 37) and 
Mauvais Coulee (Figures 34, 47). It declined with dilution accompany­
ing spring breakup. Mean chloride content dropped from 1970 to 1971 in 
Mission Bay (Figure 45). Chloride remained relatively constant in 
Creel Bay during the first three years of dilution via Mauvais Coulee 
but declined noticeably in 1972. Mean annual concentrations were:
1334 ppm, 1969; 1401 ppm, 1970; 1264 ppm, 1971; 929 ppo, 1972. East 
Stump Lake had the greatest amount of chloride, about 20x that of 
Creel Bay, and groundwater the least.

































fig. 35— Specific conductance, sulfate and chlorids in East Stump Lake
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Fig. 36.—  Rotation of tsmpsroturs and pH to specific conAetenee,
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Fig. 3 9 --Specific conductance, sulfate and chloride in Coon 
and Swan Lake drain*, Si* Mil* Bay and the sewage drain
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Fig 43.— Specific conductance, eulfate and chloride in 















































































Fig. 47.—  Specific conductance, sulfate and chloride in Lower 
Mauvot, Coulee
quantity of dissolved salts and is groatcot in the moat mineralized 
bodies of water; it generally followed the patterns aet by sulfate and 
chloride. East Stump Lake was the only water in the chain in which 
specific conductance was frequently lower than sulfate concentrations 
(Figure 35)• The annual trends of decreasing concentrations set by 
sulfate and chloride in Mission and Creel Bays was paralleled by a 
lower naan specific conductance in 1972 (Figures 45, 46). Highest 
conductivity readings in the chain were recorded in East Stump and East 
Devils Lakes and lowest ones in groundwater. Swan and Coon Lakes, and 
the Coulee.
Aaaonia-ni-rogen
This fora of nitrogen was found in all bodies except Coon and 
Swan Lake drains. Maxima for East Stump Lake were in July, 1971 and 
September, 1972; for West Sttrap Lake in October, 19?0» February, 1971; 
March, 1972; and for Creel Bay in December, 19&9; February, 1970; July, 
1971; September, 1972 (Figures 48 , 49). Groundwater, Mission-East Bay 
culvert, Main Bay, and Mauvais Coulf* stations reached highest ammonia 
concentrations in September (Figures 50, 51, 53)• East Devils Lake and 
East Bay leaked in December and Mission Bay in October, November, and 
December, 1970 and February and July, 1971 (Figures 50, 51 , 52). All 
lake sites, except West Stunp Lake and the lower Coulee station showed 
similar curves in 1972 with ammonia lacking in July and August, building 
to a peak in September, dropping off in October, and building up during 
autumn and winter (Figures 48-53)• Groundwater exhibited a similar 
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Fig. 51—  Ammonia-nitrogen in Morn Bay, Mission-East Bay and 









































Fig 53.— Awy^onio-rotroger m
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(Figure 50). Woat Stump Lake had the summer decline to 0.0 ppm and the 
autumn build up, but had no winter increase in 1972. Mission and Creel 
Bays had numerous high readings from October 1970-April 1971 (Figures 
49, 52). The Coulee stations experienced high periods in the fall and 
winter (Figure 53)• Except for groundwater and the sewage outlet, 
which consistently had high readings, ammonia was occasionally wanting 
at other sites. Highest readings were recorded in the sewage outlet 
(Figure 50).
Nitrite- and Nitrate-Nitrogen
Nitrite and nitrate curves were quite similar to those of ammonia 
with high concentrations in autumn and winter. Nitrite was usually 
missing from East Stump Lake (Figure 54) but reached a high peak there 
in March 1971 when receiving runoff from a barnyard. Except for the 
period April-June 1971, nitrite was low and frequently lacking in West 
Stump Lake (Figure 54). Nitrite was also intermittent in groundwater 
and East Devils Lake (Figure 55). The bays of Devils Lake have 
similar curves in 1972 with a low peak in early summer and higher peaks 
in autumn (Figures 56, 57, 59).
Nitrate was generally more concentrated thar nitrite at all sites. 
In October 1972 N0.;-N >N0,-N in the bays of Devils Lake. Nitrite was 
also higher in October 1971 in West Stump Lake (Figure 54) and in 
September 1972 in lower Mauvais Coulee (Figure 61). The Coulee stations 
had nitrate peaks in spring and autumn (Figure 61). Highest nitrate 
reading was in the sewage drain (Figure 60). Nitrite and nitrate 













































Fig 56 --N itrite- and nitrate-nitrogen m Eaet Bay ot Warwick and Black Tiger-East Bay culvert
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Fig. 60.—  Nitritt- ond nltralt-nifroQtn and orltio  ̂
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Fig. 61— Nitrite -  
Mouvoit Coulee
and nitrate-nitrogen in Lower and Upper
Orthophosphate
Devils Lake waters were generally high in this ion. Concentrations 
were noticeably more constant in 1969» 1970, and 1971 than in 1972 in 
East and Vest Stunp Lakes and Creel Bay (Figure 62). East and Vest 
Stump Lakes showed build ups under ice with winter maxima in February 
and December in East Stump Lake and in February in We3t Stump Lake 
followed by rapid declines in the spring. Other TJeaks occurred in July- 
October, 1972 in East Stump Lake and September, 1972 in Vest Stunp 
Lake. Creel Bay had winter peaks in 1971 and 1972 but highest values 
were reached July-August, 1972. Mission Bay had the narrowest range 
(Figure 67) but only East Devils Lake had any extended period without 
orthophosphate (Figure r‘+). During the period July-August 1972 all 
stations except West Stump Lake and East Devils Lake had unusually 
high orthopnosphate readings with values over 19.0 ppm being reached 
at some sites (Figures 60, 62-68). The build up was followed by a 
simultaneous decrease at all stations on August 2. Other peaks oc­
curred in September, 1972 in the artesian well, groundwater seep, East 
Devils Lake, East Bay, Main Bay and the Coulee stations; in October,
1972 in Black Tiger-East Bay culvert; -:nd in December, 1972 in Mission- 
East Bay culvert. Heaviest phosp:ate concentrations (90.0 ppm) were in 
the sewage outlet (Figure cO).
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Fig. 62— Orthophophote in Creel Boy and East and West Stump Lakes
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Fig 69 — Orthophosphate in Eoat Bay at Warwick one! Black Tigar- 
F a«t Bay cutvart
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Qunlita; i . e fcatures
Plankton anal -sis w confined to East and Went Stump Lakes. The 
plankton of East S*.unp Lake consisted of 13 paytoplankters and seven 
zooplankters (Table 5) .  Mou -eotra sp. was t...e dominant algae in 37% of 
the samples coni .ir.ing phytoplankton and kitzscvia aclcularis in 9.3/'. 
The most abundant ::ooplankte; .-as tie rotifer hexartnra sp., which 
dominated the zooplankton h.7 of the time.
West Stump Lake, with tenerv. o4 v.ytoplanicters and at least 
a dozer, sooplankter: (Table , :.ac a mue . more varied plankton and 




Total p ftopl ani: ton concentration* changed from week to week with 
sir rest numbers occurring. :n v sunv- r anc nut unn, and lowest numbers 
in winter under • . ■ c gure , il.c . :-.rg .bet concentrations were
noted in an i .. . w 1 abundant algae, at times
e - .it. ■ ■ : . r ,.or.c ‘ ' , i r * ivils/liter. . :gh concen­
tration* o house ~t ■ v in • o ..moles ; a . :ed c.ranger, in group dominance 
w i' «• ■ • »> ,o r' --g, pa rev w.< *t k ui;co' ■ w.v, excluded (figure 70).
table r-
* LAKKTEIiS rOTIND 11M EAST STUMP LAKE
Phytopl^JSkton Zoopl aukton
Chloropi .yceae Protozoa
Characiiir sp. Oxvtricho sp.
Mouneotia sp. Tintinncpsis sp.
Chi any donor.ps sp. Zoothurniur sp.
Eugl e no p y  c e ae ciliate
Eu/tlen . sp. Rotifera
Bacillariophyce no Erachionus sp.
Nitaschir. aciculari. v;. Sr iioxarti ra sp.
Navicula sp. "ematoda
Ac hnantr.os 1; cur.nrur. Hus red' unidentified nematode
Anpr.or s p. Crustacea
Cynbella sp. Artenia salina Leach
Surirella sp. copopo-*
Cyanophyceae nauplins
Oecillatoria sp. metancu piius
100





S. acuninatus (Lag.) Chodat.
S. quadrioauda (Turp.)
S. bigugga (Turp.) 
Sphaerocystis sp.
Pediastrun duplex Meyen. 
Closteriun setaceun Ehr.
Oocystis borgei Snow.
0. solitaria Wittrock 
0. pusilia Hansgirg 









Nitzschia acicularis W. Snith 
N. palea (Kutz.) W. Smith 
N. signoidea (Ehr.) W. Smith.
Protozoa
Halteria grandinella (Kahl)











Daphnia pulex (de Ge> r)
D. magna Straus 
Diaptomus nevadensis Light

















Caloneis silicul:. (Ear.) Cleve 
Pinnularia rtibbr E .r.
C amp:- lo disc tic sp.










Morisr.opedi- rrinirsa Beck 








Cal one is silicul.; (Ehr.) Clave 
Pinnularia ^ibba E:ir.
Caapylodiscus sp.










Merisr,opedia îlnica Beck 
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9 Sept 9800 Characiuai 9400
2 Oct 1*300,290 Moureotia 1,296,423 39.7
7 Oct 5,305,118 Moureotia 5,305,118 100.0
13 Nov 901,355 Moureotia 901,355 100.0
23 Dec 0
1970
2‘ :C- “ i^S ‘>n Moureotia 1 ,4.54,620 99.1
7 April 7250 Koureot ia 7250 100.0
$ Kay 98,238 Koureotia 98,238 100.0
Kay 65,750 Moureotia 65,000 98.9
28 Hay 5.427,952 Moureotia 5,429,072 99.9
4 Jure 70,290 Moureotia 70,180 59.3
 ̂s v ur* c- 643,033 Koureotia 641,27? 99.7
20 June 4550 Koureotia 3770 p.a 0
27 June 48,24*0 toureotia 46,9-0 97.3
4 July 676, 3 Kourjeoti* 'rj-l r^Q 99.4
1C July 31,230 Moureotia 30,800 93.5
* ▼ n* / c 4i ,700 Moureotia 41 ,040 93.4
2-: ju_ 5,492,212 Moureotia 3,491,332 99.9
1 Aur 3,338,170 Moureotia 3,330,910 99.8
7 A ur 4,205,050 Koureotia 4,174,250 99.3
15 Aur 3,315,420 Moureotia 2,944,393 8S .8
N. acicular 205,458 • .2
22 Aur 3,485,'5 Moureoti; 3,461,656 09.3
29 Aur 1,590,710 Moureotia 1,587, 30 99.8
3 Sept 647,856 Moureotia 645, 56 99.7
11 Sept 3,697,210 Moureo tie 3,647,210 98.5
19 kept 1,003,513 Moureotia 1,06',533 »w.8
26 Sept 732,952 Moureotia 69'* , ?12 95.1
- - 3- • ' _
TABLE 7— Continued
Tl.nt #» Total Doainant Dom. phyto. % ofphyto./L phytoplanktar cells/L phyto. total
'>970
3 Oct 1,663,596 Mouffeotia 1,656,116 99.6
10 Oct 2,255,863 Mou/reotia 2,249,703 99.7
17 Oct 609,450 Mowieotia 608,450 99.8
24 Oct 1,108,903 Mourieotia 1,106,503 99.3
31 Oct 3,891,624 Moufteotia 3,885,024 99.8
k Nov 4,746,280 Moufjeotia 4,731,760 99.7
I k  Nov 1,011,725 Mou^eotia 1,011,725 100.0
21 Nov 3,411,84S Mou^eotia 3,411,848 100.0
27 Nov 0






28 Feb 143,198 Mou^eotia 143,198 100.0
24 April 21,340 Mouneotia 18,480 86.6
N. acicularic 2640 12.4
30 April 551,215 Mou/teotia 543,735 98.6
9 Ha;.- 12,098 N. acicularis 9020 74.6
Mou/:eotia 2200 18.2
15 Hay 58.960 Monacotia 57,860 98.1
21 Hay 609,431 Mou^eotia 599,751 98.4
50 Kay 2,832,3?4 Mouneotia 2,326,604 99.8
5 June 233,567 Mou^eatia 231,607 99.2
13 June 1,247,620 Mourealia 1,245,200 99.8
2 July 4,0/9,• 4 Moureotia 4,o4o,6”4 99.1
11 July 1,632,532 MqU£y?ot i n 1,631,212 99.9
20 July 612,326 Moureotin 585,266 95.6










13 Aug 1,767,920 Mougeotie 1,681,020 95.1
Chamaesiphon 74,140 4.2
4 Sept 532,610 Mougeotia 500,910 94.1
Char.aesiphon 10,500 2.0
18 Sept 259,418 Mougeotia 229,230 88.4
Chanaesiphon 15,084 5.8
3 Oct 819,180 Mougeotia 809,380 98.8
13 Nov 10,400 Mougeotia 10,40C 100.0
1972
12 Feb 0
13 Kar 980c Kougeot i -2 9800 100.0
17 June 628,315 Mougeotia ; 18,355 98.4
1 July 113,563 Kougeot ia 109,663 96.6
8 July 30,300 Mougeotia 30,100 99.3
15 July 1,151,860 Mougeotia 1 ,151,310 99.9
21 July 735c Mougeotia 7350 100.0
29 July 131,615 Mougeotia 128, ̂ '5 97.8
4 Aug 189,580 Mougeotia 186,780 93.5
 ̂̂ Ai+C ■ 64 f -30 Mougeoti *. 653,730 98.3
19 Aug 47,100 Mougeotia 42,600 90.4
26 Aug 270,820 Mougeotia 266,020 98.2
1 Sept 4,026, ;55 Mougeotia 3,984,000 98.9
' Sept 12.?0C Mougeotia 5700 44.9
I>. c-.cularis 2100 16.5
Characiun 3250 25.6












28 Oct 1, (*7,500 Mou^eotia 302,810 28.9
3 Nov 320,290 N. acicularic 246,210 76.9
Chlaciydomonas 73,580 23.0
11 Nov 245,720 N. acicularis 209,420 85.2
Moureotia 36,300 14.7
17 Nov 281,586 N. acicularin 168,385 59-8
Chlamydoraonas 113,200 40.2
1 Dec 74,995 N. acicularin 74,995 100.0
15 Dec 26,885 N. acicularis 26,885 100.0
Or m m  -* * * * * * *
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Fig. 70.—  S«o»onal M l h .  to *  E” ’
(M^ootio •Kdudtd)
■cen a?gae peaked i u.I , \ : *v, t. n • e»-- •••, . • x:. w' o iomin.xnt
i April, May, June, October, November, .:i December. Blue, reens,
>en present, were dominant i:. Jul; and Av rust. Funions sp. was the 
ost abundant p. y oplankter in :■/(; 1 Yf0.
Zooplankton also varied number (Figure 7 Table 3). Most 
bundant were the rotifers hexurthra sp. and Iracaionus sp. with. 
iexartkra usually predominant • box art la . r reels were ■ July uid 
August and those of kracnionu in Septembe • ••r.d Or .her (Figure 72). 
rintinnopsas sp. irs appears : in >• ■ ; - : n ~ of ' -arc was the 
dominant zooplank ter in the autum o irr. year an .rain in tie 
autumn of 19 72 . An unidentif ied ciliate was dominant on August 26,
1972. Althour-- Artemis nalina was not prevalent in plankton samples, 
it was visibly plentiful in the lake. L v 1'ae and aiults frequently 
appeared os aense patches in t e water x : eggs formed golden-brown 
bands on the surface jf the lake and windrowc or. s .ore.
West Stump Lake
Phytoplank tor. exh.ibited major peaks in spring, summer, and autumn
%ad t.-.en a gradual build up to a peak in October. Ik sample was taken 
is **pril '97; and t. v Kay peak of that year r iy or not represent
tober 1972 (Figure ’b , . g. bluegreen populations followed the greens
the spring bloom. Maxima alxc occurred « uly f u s t , (jctoner
November, and December 1 ■ ? jreen peaked ,ly, August, ;rnd














9 Sept 6222 Hexarthra 6200 99.7
2 Oct 270 Kexarthra 180 66.7
Brachionus 90 33.3
7 Oct 8 Artemia salina 8 100.0
13 Nov 350 Hexarthra 14C *♦0.0




23 Feb 1200 Hexarthra 1200 100.0
7 April 0
5 May 0
14 May 375 Artenia sal _na 250 66.7
copepod 12p 33.3
28 May 220 Artenia salina 220 100.0
4 June 118 Arternia salina 118 100.0
11 June 1650 Artenia salina 1100 66.7
Brachionus MfO 26.7
copepod 110 6.6
20 June 692 Hexarthra 390 56.4
Brachionus 260 37.6
Artenia salina 4? 6.1
27 June 1209 Hexarthra 1200 99.3
Artenia salina G 0.7
4 July 909 Hexarthra 660 72.6
copepod 220 2*+.2
Arternia salina 29 5.2
10 July *♦631 Hexarthra *♦ 720 97.7
copepoa 80 2.0
tftfyK&ytdtafc' r r -xj ff.C
111
TABLE 8— Continued
Date Total Dominant Dora, zoopl. /o O-zoo-pl ̂ /L zooplankter cella/L zoopl. total
1970
17 July 2337 Hexarthra 2580 99.7
25 July 229 Hexarthra 220 96.1
1 Aug 3531 Hexarthra 3520 99.97
7 Aug 3539 Hexarthra 3520 98.1
1? Aug -^90 Hexarthra ^ 9 0 100.0
22 Aug 1329 Hexarthra 1320 99.3
29 Aug 3320 Hexarthra 1980 38.3
Artenia salina 1320 37-5
5 Sept 1107 Hexarthra 1100 99.^
11 Sept kkoo Brachionus 2h2Q 55.0
Hexarthra 1980 H5.0
19 Sept kkh Hexarthra M+O 99.1
26 Sept 3311 Hexarthra 1320 39.9
ciliate 1980 59.3
3 Oct 1807 Hexarthra 1760 97.^
10 Oct 1320 Hexarthra 1320 100.0
1? Oct 100 copepod 100 100.0
2^ Get 900 Hexarthra 900 100.0
T* " - •V- . *vo? Brachior.u:; 400 99.5
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TABLE &— Continued
Date Total Dominant Dors, zoopl. % of200pi ./L zooplankter cells/L zoopl. total
1970
17 July 2587 Jiasaarthra 2580 99.7
25 July 223 Hexarthra 220 96.1
1 Aug 3531 Kexarthra 3520 99.97
7 Aug 3589 Hexarthra 3520 98.1
15 Aug 9890 Hexarthra 9890 100.0
22 Aug 1329 Hexarthra 1320 99.3
29 Aug 3520 Hexarthra 1980 5£.3
Artenia salina 1320 37.5
5 Sept 110? Hexarthra 1100 99.9
11 Sept M+OO Brachionus 2920 55.0
Hexarthra 1980 95.0
'9 Sept W f Hexarthr? M+0 99.1
26 Sept 3311 Hexarthra 1320 39.9
ciliate 1980 59.3
3 Oct 1807 Hexart''ra 1760 97.9
10 Oct 1320 Hexarthra 1320 100.0
'7 Oct 100 copepod 100 100.0
29 Oct 900 Hexarthra 900 100.0
5' Oct kO? Brachionus 900 99.5



















24 Ap-il 8800 Oxytrichia 858O 97.5
30 April 9240 Oxytrichia 9240 100.0
9 May 1982 Tintinnopsia ^%0 88.8
Brashionus 220 11.2
1S M«V 162? Tintinnoosis 1320 81.1
copepod 220 13.5
21 May 8800 Zootharanium 6160 70.0
nauplius 2200 25.0
30 May 4?8 naupliur. 220 46.0
Hexnrthra 220 46.0
5 June 16 Arter.ia sal inn 16 100.0
13 June 3080 Artemia caliua 1980 64.3
copepod 660 21.4
nauplius 440 15.3
2 July 369 cope poi 220 59.6
Artemia salma 149 40.4
11 July 4620 ciliatc 46?0 100.0
20 July 3838 Hexarthn 3300 86.0
nauplius 220 5.7
copepod 22-0 5.7
30 July '•7,393 Hoxarthra 1?,380 99.9
13 Aur, 37**4 Hexarthra 2200 58.8
Tmtinnopain 880 23.5
nuupl i u ; 440 11.8
7900 rintinnopsir 4000 50.6
Hexarthra 3200 40.5
'8 Sept i i 'Pint innopo 1 • 11,3JO 8t>.6
Hexartlirn 1900 14.4
Oct 7?.00 Ttnliunop;-. la 1800 52.8














1? June 2150 Hexarthra 2000 93-0
1 July 5625 Hexarthra 3i+00 93.8
8 July 9550 Hexarthra 9550 100.0
15 July 2000 Hexarthra 2000 100.0
21 July 7030 Hexarthra 7050 10C .0
29 July 3350 rexarthra 3300 98.5
k Aug 3000 Hexarthra 3000 (00.0
12 Aug 6050 Hexarthra 5650 93.L
19 Aug 9800 Hexarthra 9800 100.0
26 Aug 65,732 ciliate 63,675 96.9
1 Sept 2̂ 00 Hexarthra 1900 79.2
Brachicnus koo 16.7
8 Sept 9050 Tintirmopsis 635c 70.2
Hexarthra 2650 29.3
15 Sept 5100 Tintinnopsis 1500 kS.k
Hexarthra 1̂ +00 1+5.2
23 Sept -
5 Oct -
28 Oct rrry> Tintiniiopfiia -V500 81.8
Brac'.ionuc 800 1^.5
3 Nov 5900 Tintinnopels 5.30C 89.8
Rrachirinua .300 5.1
11 Nov 1600 Tintin.no ps is 1 XX) 81.3
3rachionus 250 15.6
17 Nov 1650 Tintinnopsis 1500 90.9
11-4
TABLE 8— Continued
Date Total Dominant Dom. zoopl. % ofzoopl./L zooplankter cells/L zoopl. total
1972
1 Dec 350 Brachionus 350 100.0








f 3̂ 7 3 --S«ov>noi variation in to»ol phytoplankton in W«si Stump taka
F,g 7 4  Seosonoi variation in percentage composition of major phytoplankton groups m West Stump Lake
in June and August of 1970, July, August, September, and October of 
1971 and Hay, August, September, and October of 1972. Diatoms were 
dominant in October, November, and December 1969; August, September, 
October, and November, 1970; November, 1971; and in July, 1972. 
Scnerffelia phacus was the most abundant phytoplankter in eight samples 
in April and May, 1971 and in November and December, 1972. This genus 
was comparable to the green algae populations in November and December 
1970 and the rest of the time its numbers wore negligible. Table 9 
lists the dominant phytoplankters and their percentages.
Zooplankton patterns were not as readily evident (Figure 75). 
Because zooplankters are larger than phytoplankters, Sedgwick-Rafter 
counts are not as representative. Highest numbers were recorded in 
Hay, June, and July of each year. Dominant zooplankters and their 
respective percentages appear in Table 10.
Benthos
Exploratory analysis of dredge samples demonstrated noteable 
differences between the benthic organisms of East and West Stump Lakes.
The major benthic constituents in East Stump Lake were larvae of 
the shorefly (Ephydridae) and the long-legged fly (Dolichopodidae). In 
addition, there were numerous head and body parts of Chironomidae, 
Cladocera, and Ostracoda.
West Stump Lake's benthos was much more varied being composed of 
CeraLopogonidae and Chironomidae larvae, two species of Planaridae, 
one of Tabanidac, Trichoptera, Odonata, and Nenatoda and two species 
of Amphipoda. Also present were the benthic algae Enteromorpha
119
QUANTITATIVE PHYTOPLANKTON IN WEST STUMP LAKE
TABLE 9








9 Sept 282,475 Synechococcus 233,475 82.7
Oscillatoria 41,750 14.8
7 Oct 79,930 Synedra 33,500 41.9
Nitzschia palea 24,000 30.0
Gyros i/sma 7,000 8.8
13 Nov 52,000 Gyrosijona 32,000 61.5
9 Dec 4650 N. acicularis 3900 83.9
1970
23 Feb 0
5 May 1,417,713 Scherffelia 1,269,963 89.6
28 May 4250 Schroederia 1250 29.4
Oocystis 1000 23.5
Merismopedia 1000 23.5
4 June 49,250 Schroederia 30,750 62.4
Merismopedia 16,250 33.0
11 June 58,000 Merismopedia 36,750 63.4
Schroederia 18,500 31.9
20 June 64,500 Merismopedia 40,750 63.2
Schroederia 17,750 27.5
27 June 114,750 Schroederia 61,500 53.6
Merismopedia 47,500 41.4
4 July 242,750 Schroederia 147,500 60.8
Merismopedia 81,750 33.7
11 July 15,500 Schroederia 10,000 64.5
Sphaerocystis 4750 30.6
17 July 17,500 Sphaerocystis 8000 45.7
Schroederig 3500 20.0











1 Aug 14 ,811 Synecnococcus 498,000 97.1
7 Aug 1,003,500 Synechococcus 996,000 98.8
15 Aug 46,000 Synedra 17,250 37.5
Amphora 14,500 31.5
Anabena 9000 19.6
22 Aug 16,230 Sphaerocystie 11,000 67.7
29 Aug 170,520 Synechococcus 120,275 70.5
5 Sept 5500 Sphaerocystis 3000 54.5
Synedra 2500 45.5
11 Sept 5750 Amphora 3250 56.5
Synedra 1500 26.1
19 Sept 3000 Synedra 1500 50.0
26 Sept 500 Closterium 250 50.0
Neidium 250 50.0
3 Oct 5750 Gyrosigma 2750 73.3
10 Oct 26,000 Gyrosigma 18 ,250 70.2
17 Oct 12,750 Amphora 8500 66.7
24 Oct 6750 Synedra 2750 40.7
Gyrosigma 1750 25.9
31 Oct 18,700 Gyrosigma 8500 45.3
Synedra 4750 25.3
4 Nov 11,250 Gyrosigma 4250 37.8
S^nodra 2750 24.4
Amphora 2000 17.8
14 Nov 750 Synedra 500 66.7
21 Nov **69.450 Chlamydomonas 261,775 55.8
Scherffelia 203,175 43.7


















24 April 11,638,050 Scherffelia 10,956,000 94.1
30 April 5,238,500 Scherffelia 3,486,000 66.5
Chlanardomonas 1,743,000 33.3
9 May 630,525 Chianydononas 268,850 42.6
• Scherffelia 198,100 31.4
Oocystis 148,575 23.6
15 May 2000 S . dinorphus 750 37.5
S. striatula 500 25.0
Merisnopedia 500 25.0
21 Kay 6750 Merismopedia 3500 51.9
S . diraorphus 1750 25-9
30 May 19,500 Merisnopedia 10,250 52.6
S. quadricauda 2750 14.1
Synedra 2000 10.3
0. pusilla 2000 10.3
5 June 30,000 Merisnopedia 21,750 72.5
Schroederia 7250 24.2
13 June 65,625 Merisnopedia **6,125 70.3
Schroederia 17,375 26.5
2 July 3620 Schroederia 2125 58.7
Axnpnora 1125 31.1
20 July *+10,733 Synechococcus 399,738 97.3
30 July 23,688 Synechococcuc 17,688 74.7






phy to dank ter





4 Sept 335,990 Synechococcus 319,790 95.2
18 Sept 1,749,330 Aphani zonenon 1,593,600 91.1
Synec hococcus 144,330 8.3
3 Oct 3,500,000 Aphani zomenon 2,390,400 68.3
Synechococcus 1 ,095,600 31.3
13 Nov 3400 Campylodiscus 2900 34.5




26 Hay 22,30c Mcrioncpedia 12,900 57.8
Schroederia 630c 28.3
17 June 24,752 Schroederia 9100 36.8
Merismopedia 4550 18.4
0. borgei 4100 16.6
Microcystis 3650 14.7
Spkaerocystis 2850 11.5
1 July 5000 Schroederia 34o c 68.0
0. borgei 1150 23.0
8 July 2350 Schroederia 1900 80.9
15 July 3700 Schroederia 3300 89.2
21 July 2200 Synedra 1550 70.5
29 July 9300 Synedra 2550 27.4
Sciiroederia 2050 22.0
Campylodiscus 1900 20.4
4 h\l£ 9900 Sphaerocystis 5500 55.6
S^nedra 1700 17.2
12 Aug 64^0 Spiaerocyotis 5050 78.3











26 Aug 6,674,600 Synechococcuc 6,673,200 99.9
1 Sept 86,150 Aphanccapea 84,900 98.5
8 Sept 16,700 Aphanocapsa 14,150 84.7
15 Sept 7250 Sphaerocystis 4900 67.6
Aphanocapsa 1850 25.5
23 Sept 17,250 Nodularia 9250 53.6
Sphaerocystis 5700 33.0
29 Sept 15,550 Nodularia 8750 56.3
Sphaerocystis 2900 18.6
Gyros ipana 1500 9.6
5 Oct 14,800 Nodularia 10,000 67.6
Spanerocystis 1250 8.5
13 Oct 23,000 Nodularia 22,700 98.3
20 Oct 123,705 Hoduiirin 123,105 99.3
28 Oct 30,010 Ankis trodesaus 19,810 66.0
Nodularia 9450 31.5
3 Hov 95,955 SckerffeJLia 94,805 98.8
11 Hov 4000 Euglena 3150 78.8
17 Nov 802,444 Scherffelia 597,600 74.5
Ankis t rode srnus 165,999 20.7
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9 Sept 500 copepod 250 50.0







5 Kay 1500 ciliate 1000 67.0
28 May 0
4 June 250 copepod 250 100.0
11 June 3250 Halteria 4500 86.0
20 June 4250 Halteria 5750 88.0
27 June 750 nauplius 750 100.0
4 July 500 nauplius 250 50.0
copepod 250 50.0
11 Jr.ly 4500 Halteria 4000 88.9
17 July 195,775 Colaciun 191,025 97.6
Halteria 1500 0.8
25 July 1250 copepod 750 60.0
Halteria 500 *t0.0
1 Aug 6500 Halteria 5250 30.8
7 Aug 4750 Halteria 4000 84.2
15 Aug 1250 copepod 750 60.0
22 Aug 5250 copepod 4500 85.7
29 Aug 1250 copepod 1000 80.0
5 Sept 750 copepod 500 66.7
11 Sept 1000 copepod 1000 100.0
19 Sept 750 copepod 750 100.0
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TABLE 10—-Continued








26 Sept 500 copepod 250 50.0
nematode 250 50.0
3 Oct k5O0 Daphnia 2̂50 9 ^
10 Oct 250 nematode 250 100.0
17 Oct 3500 Daphnia 2250 6^.3
copepoi 1000 28.6
2k Oct 500 Trachelophyllum 500 100.0
31 Oct 750 ciliate 750 100.0
k Nov 250 naupliuc 250 100.0
1*t Nov 2000 copepod 2000 100.0
21 Nov 500 copepod 500 100.0








2k April 500 naupliuc 500 100.0
30 April 1500 nematode 1250 83.3
9 Hay 0
15 May 500 copepod 250 50.0
nematode 250 50.0
21 May 250 copepod 250 100.0
30 May 0
3 June 100c Daohnia 500 50.0
copepod 250 25.0
nematode 250 25.0




Total Dominant Dora, zoopl. % of
z o o p l ,/ L  zooplankter cells/L_______zcopl. total
July 625 Dashnia
J July 3250 Halteria














26 May 5000 Halteria
17 June 202 Daphnia
1 July if 50 copepod





















































? July 625 Daphnia 500 80.0
2D July 3250 Halteria 2750 84.6
30 July 375 cope pod 125 33.3
nauplius 125 33.3
ostracod 125 33.3
13 Aug 750 nauplius 250 33.3
copepod 250 33.3
4 Sept 500 copepod 500 100.0
18 Sept 0





26 May 5000 Halteria 5000 100.0
17 June 202 Daphnia 139 68.8
1 July 450 copepod 350 77.8
8 July 550 nauplius 350 63.6
copepod 150 27.3
15 July 550 copepod 300 54.5
nauplius 250 45.5
21 July 550 copepod 250 45.5
nauplius 150 27.3
Halteria 100 18.2
29 July 1250 nauplius i+oo 32.0
Halteria l+oo 32.0
copepod 200 16.0
4 Aug 1700 Halteria 1100 64.7
copepod 600 35.3











19 Aug 200 Halteria 100 50.0
copepod 50 25*0
Daphnia 50 25*0
26 Aug 6'JO Halteria 330 91*7
1 Sept 800 Halteria 400 30.0
Daphnia 250 31*3
copepod 150 18.8
8 Sept 850 copepod hoc 47.1
Halteria 200 23*5
nematode 100 11.8
15 Sept 300 copepod 300 100.0
23 Sept 100 copepod 50 50.0
Notholca 50 50.0
29 Sept 350 copepod 250 7 ^ .b
5 Oct 100 Daphnia 50 50.0
copepod 50 50.0
13 Oct 50 copepod 50 100.0
20 Oct 250 copepod 200 80.0
28 Oct 50 oatracod 50 100.0
3 Nov 0
11 Nov 0
17 Nov 2650 protozoan 2650 100.0
1 Dec 0
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intestinalis and Cladophora sp. and the aquatic plants Potaaogeton 
pectinatus and Typha angustifolia. No living molluscs were found in 
either lake but an occasional snail shell was found in West Stump Lake.
DISCUSSION
Fluctuations in Water Level
Reasons for the water level decline in Devils Lake have been 
debated for many years. Increased till age of farmland with decreasing 
runoff from the area around the lake (Horton, et. al., 1910; U. S.
Public Health Service, 1952) and the general lowering of the water 
table are two proposed causes.
Hitten, Scott, and Rosene (1968) showed that water level fluctu­
ations in a well one-half mile north of Devils Lake between Six Mile 
and Creel Bays, were closely correlated to mean surface altitudes of 
Devils Lake for tne years 1938-60, suggesting a possible connection 
between lake and groundwater reservoir. Groundwater moves north 
toward Devils Lake from outwash deposits; however, movement is probably 
slow because lake deposits are composed of laminated clay-silt underlain 
by boulder clay and glacial till. Rapidity of mineral increase with 
drying also suggests leakage is slight thus retaining accumulating 
minerals in the basin. With water level increase these minerals are 
brought back into solution. Changes in groundwater levels, therefore, 
are more likely caused by lake level fluctuations, rather than the 
reverse.
Swenson and Colby (1955) theorised that minor climatic changes 
were responsible for lake level changes. From October 1930 to October 
19̂ +0, when the surface of Devils Loke declined approximately 10 feet,
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precipitation averaged 13-9 inches, evaporation 3**»'l inches, and 
temperature 39»'>° F« From October 19*40 to October 1950, when the lake 
rose 1*4 feet, precipitation and evaporation averaged 18.2 inches and 
27*5 inches, respectively and temperature 38.5° F Comparison of these 
averages to longtime local weather records indicates slightly higher 
precipitation, with evaporation rates about 8& lower than the mean 
during the second ten year period. Swenson and Colby believed these 
subtle climatic differences were sufficient to account for the 1*»-foot 
rise in lake level. In addition, Mitten, Scott, and Rosene (1968) 
stated that above-normal precipitation in 1953-57 caused Devils Lake 
to rise to its highest surface level in **0 years.
Weather data from the Devils Lake area during the current study 
contradict these previous explanations of water level increase. During 
the period 1969-72 Devils Lake rose nearly 13 feet even though precipi­
tation was below normal and that in drainage areas to the north and east 
was below or only slightly above normal (Table 11). However, the 1969 
spring runoff in North Dakota was one of the greatest on record due to 
snow cover containing 1-6 inches of water, rapid melting, and 1-2 
inches of rain on April 7-9» As a result, Kauvais Coulee transported 
69,580 acre feet of water into the lake during April— June, 1969. The 
precedent set in spring 1969 was continued the following three years 
and the Coulee carried *40,170, 53,790, and *4-2,370 acre feet in April- 
June, 1970, 197'., and 1972, respectively, for an average spring volume 
of 51,^78 acre feet for the four year period. A mean of 5,213 acre feet 
in spring characterized 1965—^8. In addition, water level was aug­
mented by above average precipitation an Devils Lake and its drainage
areas in 1970 and 1971
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TABLE 11
MEAN ANNUAL PRECIPITATION AT POUR STATIONS IN THE
DEVILS LAKE BASIN AREA
Year Devils Lake Edmore Hannah Rolla
I960 16.39 13.17 9.56 13.50
1961 14.02 12.79 14.58 13.40
1962 20.01 17.02 19.58 18.51
1963 14.23 15.27 19.25 18.43
1964 19.32 26.34 18.07 21.98
1965 19.86 19.39 18.95 21.61
1966 17.49 21.19 17.08 14.94
1967 10.08 13.43 14.51 13.23
1968 15.64 17.47 25.60 22.01
1969 14.78 13.34 15.83 14.38
1970 18.64 18.95 18.21 19.79
1971 16.62 20.58 20.44 19.69
1972 13.54 16.14 16.78 18.53
x=l6.07 x=17.31 *■17.57 x=17.69
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Thus, water level fluctuations of Devils Lake are dependent not 
only upon amount of precipitation in the immediate area, but also upon 
weather patterns in the 1,500,000 acre Devils Lake sub-basin, including 
ouch of Ramsey, Towner, and Cavalier counties, and, most importantly, 
upon meteorological conditions in the spring when evaporation rates and 
absorption of water by the soil are lowest.
Effects of Water Level Increase
When this study began in 1969, increased runoff down Mauvais 
Coulee had affected only Creel and Main 3ays. Overflow into Mission 
and East Bays began in 1970 and continued, with winter interruptions, 
through summer of 1972, rewatering large areas of Mission and East Bays 
and reestablishing communication with Black Tiger Bay.
Certain specific changes in water chemistry accompanied rewatering. 
Creel Bay data frer. the current study and Anderson (1969), show a 
sulfate decrease with rising water level, indicating that this ion does 
not precipitate during partial drying of the lake bed and is diluted 
upon rewatering of the basin. The constancy of chloride for three 
years and the increase in calcium and magnesium indicate that these ions 
are precipitated with water level decline but are redissolved during 
high water periods until the precipitated supply is exhausted, at which 
time dilution is affected. T. ese data dispute those of Swenson and 
Colby ('9550 and Mitten, Scott, and hosene (1968), which showed a 
decrease in chlori -e, sulfate, calcium, and magnesium with rising water 
level (Table 12). However, chemical data of Swenson and Colby was 
based on 22 samples in five years and that of Kitten, Scott, and Rosens
TABLE 12
1J4
AVERAGE CONCENTRATIONS K)K»VARIOUS IONS 
ANO WATER LEVELS IN CREEL BAY*
Tear Ca Mg Cl Maximum Minimum Mean
1998 110 1920 13600 2870 1905.2 19o 9.2 1909.
1999 98 586 •7787 1633 1907.2 1905.6 1906.9
1950 62 298 3973 770 1*r'*5 *0 1906.6 1910.8
1951 90 286 3525 7 86 1915.5 1919.3 1919.9
1952 62 352 9170 929 1919.5 1912.5 1913.5
1953 108 391 9565 1013 1913.9 1911.6 1912.8
1955 90 319 3790 805 1916.8 1913.9 1915.9
1956 97 303 3790 787 1919.9 1915.9 1917.7
1957 69 223 2520 597 1918.3 1918.1 1918.5
1958 76 287 3290 725 1918.2 l9lb.6 1917.5
1959 70 337 3825 892 1917.1 1915.5 1916.3
I960 78 355 9020 881 1916.2 1919.9 1915.6
1965 85 550 8102 1318 1911.6 1910.9 1911.3
1966 79 596 7996 1366 1912.9 1911.5 1912.2
1967 79 515 7933 1359 19' .8 1911.2 1912.0
1969 17k 1511 9650 1339 1916.6 1910.6 1913.6
1970 186 1269 9288 1901 1919.3 1916.8 1918.1
1971 251 1529 3567 1269 1920.9 1918.8 1919.9
1972 190 859 1928 929 1922.3 1920.9 1921.3
• 19U8 -5 2 Swenson and Colby, >955 
1959-60 Mitten, Scott, and Rosene, 1968 
1965-67 Anderson, 1969 
1969-72 tnis study 
°feet above mean oea level
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on 1? samples in seven years compared to 85 samples in the recent four 
year study.
Prior to 1970 the major portion of East Bay was dry. Chemistry 
of water changed as it moved from Mauvais Coulee through Creel, Main, 
and Mission Bays to East Bay at Warwick, a distance of about *+0 water 
miles (Table 13)» As reinundation progressed eastward ions were con­
tributed by dissolution of precipitates from bottoms and shores. Land 
most recently rewatered, i.e., East Bay, showed greatest mineralization 
because bottom pickup still exceeded dilution. As total mineral 
content increased with distance, the ratio of various ions changed. In 
the Coulee, calcium, magnesium, and sulfate were nearly equal and 
greater than chloride, but in Creel Bay, sulfate was dominant followed 
by chloride, magnesium, and calcium. Relationships of these ions 
remained the same in East Bay but total concentrations changed.
How long dissolution of salts from the lake bed may continue 
following an increase in altitude of Devils Lake is speculative.
Mauvais Coulee could readily dilute all Devils Lake bays. Assuming a 
constant mean yearly water contribution of 70,000 acre feet with 800 
ppm dissolved solids, Main Bay could attain the quality of the Coulee 
in another five—six years. Howe.er, at this discharge level Creel and 
Main Bays would overflow into East Bay, and minerals lost in this water 
would shorten the time required for demineralization to the Coulee 
level, possibly to three-four years.
Taking into account an initial period of redissolution, and 
assuming the Game rate of dilution as in Creel Bay, East Bay could 
possibly oecomc altered to the character of Mauvoia Coulee in another 
19—20 years. These predictions assume the bays will be allowed to
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MEAN ANNUAL MINERAL CONCENTRATIONS AT SEVERAL STATIONS IN 1972
TABLE 13
Station 0 0 “0°? TA Ca Mg TH so4 Cl Cond
Upper Coulee 11 255 266 140 149 289 178 54 780
Lower Coulee 1 376 377 226 236 462 291 100 1145
Creel Bay 75 419 494 190 854 1044 1928 929 3135
Mail. Bay 72 410 482 187 845 1032 2028 864 5154
Mission-East 
Bay culvert 80 412 492 _\ 00 sO 889 1078 2096 1067 5467
East Bay 118 536 654 262 1704 1966 5088 2040 9882
TABLE 14
A COMPARISON OF CHEMICAL DATA FROM 1949-52 AND 1969-72 
FOR EAST AND WEST STUMP AND EAST DEVILS LAKES
Date Ca Mg C0? HCO,3 sok Cl Cond
•
"949-52 60 4440 110 1026 41544 9246 58870
0.
1 TA:TH = 1:44->
Vi 1969-72 999 28900 366 668 56602 21650 57701
1 TA:TH * 1:20
•
1949-52 128 21> 6 402 2781 781 7267p«




V) 1949-52 9 1823 406 1227 24740 4038 40563r-i•ri> TA:TH *1:1
£ 1972 188 8745 548 778 25800 10239 37970
8 TA:TH m 1:6.7
M
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overflow, C.cel and Main into Hast Bay and East Bay into the marsh area 
to the eaa*, removing minerals accumulated through evaporation.
However, long continved high discharge down the Coulee is not 
likely. But if Creel and Hain Bays dry down to 11*10 again tneir 
mineral content will be lower than when they were at that level ir 
1968 because of the mineral loss during overflow in 1960-72. Though 
high water periods that induce overflow are not constant they are 
important to upper areas of the lake because of minerals they remove.
General Characteristics of the Chain
Three types of water, i.e., groundwater, surface water inflow 
(streams), and lake water comprise the 1? Devils Lake sampling sites. 
Lakes and streams are open systems subject to meteorological conditions 
(precipitation, evaporation, terperature changes, wind, freezing) and 
biologically related processes (photosynthesis, respiration, decom­
position). Water in a stream is transitory at any one place as com­
pared to lakes where longitudinal movement is minimal. Because of high 
lake desiccation rates, stream waters in the Devils Lake chain are more 
dilute than the lakes into which they flow. Surface inflows and lake 
waters are mor* variable than groundwater, but the latter can vary 
markedly at times.
Groundwaters sampled along the Devils Lake chain were sources of 
relatively lowly mineralized wat*r. Contributions from the seep were 
negligible due to its limited capacity: however, an aquifer underlying 
the Stump Lake area (Figure 7b) evidently contributes to West Stump 
’ u«o+ stump apparently discharges into East Stump Lake. A patch
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GROUND WATER W STUMP i-AKE area
»
Potential *«<l yield, in gallons 
per minute
so-tao
1 0 -5 0
F;~ 7b - Groun<l»ot8f »n the Stump L IK# off; - \ffCKH Oowmey,
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of Phragmites communis on the western end of East Stump attest to 
seepage as this plant is present only in this part of the lake.
Seepage from West Stump Lake was also verified in January 1973 by steam 
rising from a large area on the western end of East Stump Lake. Ice 
left this part of the lake first in the spring.
Mauvais Coulee, the main tributary into Devils Lake, drains the 
Sweetwater group of lakes to the north. Its discharge is intermittent 
but during high water periods it transports large volumes of much 
fresher water into the lake. Mauvais Coulee picks up minerals between 
Sweetwater and Devils Lakes. Water in Six Mile, Creel, and Main Bays 
is essentially Mauvais Coulee water which has been concentrated by 
desiccation over the years. Total hardness increased three-four times 
from the upper Coulee to Creel Bay, sulfate almost ten times, chloride 
doubled, and conductivity increased by about five times. The calcium: 
magnesium ratio changed from about 1:1 in the Coulee to 1:^ in Devils 
Lake. Increase in mineral content continued as water moved into Mission, 
East, and Black Tiger Bays. These waters were similar in character to 
that of Main and Creel Bays, but had more minerals.
East Devils Lake and East Stump Lake are unique to the chain 
because of their relative isolation and paucity or lack of discharge.
Both receive limited amounts of inflow and apparently lose water only to 
evaporation. They are similar chemically but differ in the concentration 
of various minerals. East Stump has been separated irom the chain 
longer than East Devils. East Devils Lake had a salinity of 1^,932 ppm 
in 1919 (Young, 192*0; its specific conductance in 19^9 was 38,500 
iimhos/cm (Swenson end Colby, 1955); and its average conductance for 
1956-60 was 50,509 Ajmhos/cm (Mitten, et. uL., 1968). In 1912, before
separation from West Stump Lake, East Stump Lake had a salinity of 
19,000 ppr. (Young, 192^); Swenson and Colby reported a specific con­
ductance of n->,600 umnos/cm in 19**9; average conductance from 1955-60 
-fas 80,8*+2 umhos/cir. (Mitten, _et. al., 1968). These figures represent 
roughly a 3»:-fold increase in mineral content for East Devils Lake and 
a *+.2-fold increase for East Stump Lake in 41 and *48 years, respectively. 
Prom 19*49 to 1972, sulfate, calcium, magnesium, carbonate, and chloride 
ions ircreased significantly and bicarbonate values decreased (Table 
1*0. An explanation of these data lies in the intricate relationship 
of climatic and biological processes. Lakes without outlets act as 
large evaporating dishes with water levels being gradually reduced and 
mineral content being increased. This process accounts for rising 
sulfate, chloride, calcium, magnesium, and carbonate concentrations; 
however, the sulfate increase was considerably less than that of the 
other ions because a certain amount of sulfate is lost via reduction to 
sulfide and incorporation into bottom sediments. Decreasing bicarbonate 
values result from the conversion 0: bicarbonate to carbonate by removal 
o: carbon dioxide during photosynthesis. Much of the CaCO.. so formed 
is precipitated and lost from the water mass. However, precipitation 
did not seer to occur as fast as evaporation and this compound increased 
slightly. Magnesium increase was rare marked ;vs its carbonate is much 
less subject to precipitation. -Ratio of total alkalinity:total hardness 
(. A: 7H) in East Devils and East :D. unp Lake -, emphasises the fact that 
rdness ion-- were contributed w..ile alkalinity ions were being de­
picted.
West Stump Lake is separate! from tae rest of the chain, but by 
virtue of several inflow sources -arid seepage discharge, is not as
isolated as East: Stump and East Devils Lakes. Some striking changes 
have occurred in West Stump since its detachment from East Stump.
Young (192*+) reported a Stump Lake mineral concentration of 19*000 ppm 
in 1912 and 25,*+50 ppm in 1923* This means that West Stump Lake was 
about five times as mineralized in the 1920's as it is today. Before 
separation, evaporation built up .ainerals in the entire Stump Lake, 
but after division most of the drainage system (350 of *+00 square miles) 
led into West Stump, and it leaked into East Stump. The result was 
dilution of West Stump and movement of much of its minerals over into 
East Stump, where they were concentrated by evaporation. The signifi­
cance of an outlet to a lake is well illustrated by East and West Stump
Lakes. Mitten, et. al. (1968) mentioned that East and West Stump Lakes
were connected by three 2*+-inch culverts that pass under the road
between them. Although the culverts are no longer visible, leakage of
West Stump into East Stump is unquestionable from its recent chemical 
history. However, since the 1950's mineral content has increased in 
West Stump (Table 12) it would appear that rate of leakage has slowed 
and evaporation effects are becoming more evident.
Chemical Characteristics 
pH, Carbonate, and Bicarbonate Alkalini ties
Changes in pH reflect variations xn lake conditions imposed by 
climatic factors, ice cover, liie processes 01 the biota and by the 
carbon dioxide-bicarbonate-carbonate system.
During photosynthesis, the extraction of carbon dioxide from
bicarbonate results in a release of hydroxyl ions from water and a 
subsequent pH increase. Concurrently, carbonate increases and bicarbon­
ate decreases. Diminished total alkalinity results from carbonate pre­
cipitation during high photosynthesis.
Carbon dioxide liberation when respiration and decomposition are 
not opposed by photosynthesis, lowers pH and carbonate alkalinity and 
increases bicarbonate alkalinity.
Highest pH and carbonate concentrations occurred in summer and 
autumn during peak photosynthetic activity and lowest values in winter 
under ice when some carbonate is reconverted to bicarbonate by CO^ 
arising from decomposition. Maximum HCO, concentrations were reached 
in winter under ice cover when decomposition-respiration continued in 
the absence of photosynthesis and produced carbon dioxide that reacted 
with carbonate. In East Stump Lake, winter pH declines were accompa­
nied by carbonate increases. The HCO^:CO. ratio increased and, with 
large quantities of CO^ and HCO^, this pushed pH toward the HCO^ range.
Relatively consistent occurrence of high pH, >8.0, in lakes of 
the Devils Lake chain is a reflection of their eutrophic and high 
photosynthetic condition.
Seasonal variations in pH are synchronous with seasonal biotic 
changes with the range being influenced by concentration and associated 
activity. As with saline lakes in Washington (Anderson, 1958 a,b) the 
narrow pH range in East Stump and East Devils Likes reflects large 
amounts of ions that produce a high buffer effect. East Devils Lake 
never fell below pH 9.0 w.iile East Stump Lake had values of 9.0 or 
greater 71% of the time. West Stump Lake pH varied from week to week, 
its lack of stability being accounted for by lower mineralisation and
renewal by incoming ground and surface waters. The period of low pH 
(October 1970-July 1971) in West Stump Lake and Mission and Creel Bays 
was accompanied by carbonate depletion. Apparently, low photosynthetic 
rate during this time allowed carbon dioxide release.
Lowest pH was recorded in surface and groundwater inflows. A pH 
of 8.0 or above occurred in Mauvais Coulee only during times with active 
photosynthesizing algae.
In East Stump Lake bicarbonate always exceeded carbonate except 
on two occasions in August and September 1972. The reversal took place 
during a period of high pH when bicarbonate was heavily utilized as a 
carbon dioxide source.
Surface and groundwater inflows had lowest total alkalinities,
East Stump and East Devils Lakes had highest values and Devils Lake and 
its bays and West Stump Lake were in between. Higher values in lakes 
are a reflection of mineral concentration by evaporation. Maximum 
total alkalinities reached in East Stump and East Devils Lakes are again 
indicative of high desiccation rates in closed systems unable to elimi­
nate accumulating minerals. Increasing total alkalinities from Creel 
to East Bay of Devils Lake denote mineral pickup.
Calcium, Magnesium, and Total Hardness
Magnesium was usually more abundant than calcium in lakes of the 
chain, not a common occurrence in inland waters. This preponderance 
of magnesium over calcium results from intensive photosynthetic for­
mation of carbonate. Calcium carbonate tends to leave solution and 
the more soluble magnesium carbonate is in a better position to combine
with C0o. Widespread occurrence of marl on bottom rocks and along the 
shores resulted from this process.
Increasing calcium and magnesium concentrations with dilution in 
Creel Bay from 1969-71 indicates these minerals are precipitated during 
lower water levels and redissolved during higher levels.
Tne stability of calcium is a reflection of the Mg:Ca ratio.
Higher magnesium:calcium ratios lend greater stability to calcium but 
as the ratio approaches equality, calcium concentration is more in­
clined to fluctuate.
Free CO? production, unopposed by photosynthesis, resulted in 
magnesium and calcium peaks in winter which were followed by rapid 
decreases with influx of spring melt water.
Calcium-magnesium relationships are indicative of the eutrophic 
levels of waters in the chain. An excess of calcium over magnesium was 
associated with fresher water while the reverse situation occurred in 
the more productive waters. Groundwater had more calcium than magnesium 
and this relationship would hold true for surface waters if photosynthe­
sis was minimal. The magnesium:calcium ratio varied in Coon and Swan 
Lake outlets and Mauvais Coulee with photosynthetic rate. In spring 
and early summer, calcium was more abundant, but in late summer, as 
aquatic plants and phytoplankton populations peaked, calcium was pre­
cipitated and magnesium gained dominance. Ratios of Mg:Ca were approxi­
mately 1:1 in Mauvais Coulee and Swan and Coon Lake drains, 4:1 in 
Devils Lake, 1:2 in groundwater, 20:1 in East Stump Lake and 45:1 in 
East Devils Lake. High ratios in East Stump and East Devils Lakes are 
indicative of continual calcium deposition with little replenishment
from outside sources
Impermeable features of East Stump Lake's basin are further 
attested to by its possession of the highest total hardness values in 
the chain. In comparison, surface and groundwater inflows had the 
lowest total hardness.
Decreasing mean total hardness in 1972 in East and West Stump 
Lakes and Creel Bay are related to winter conditions imposed on the 
lakes and, in Creel Bay, to increases in water level. Because minerals 
freeze out as ice forms, the amount and duration of ice cover determines 
maximum concentrations which are in turn reflected in mean total hard­
ness values. Maximum winter concentrations were significantly different 
each year in the three water bodies with those of winter 1970-71 being 
highest and those of 1972 much lower. Maximum ice depth for the study 
was recorded during February 1971 with East and West Stump Lakes 
freezing nearly 1j the bottom. In contrast, ice did not form as deep 
nor last as long in 1972. The more significant decrease in total 
hardness in Creel Bay was due to the additional factor of water level 
increase and subsequent dilution which did not occur in the Stump Lakes.
Conductivity, Sulfate, and Chloride
Sulfate in water is relatively low except in closed basins, where 
concentration is increased by evaporation. In the Devils Lake chain 
this increase is most manifest in East Devils and East Stump Lakes 
which, though subject to the same rate of drying as the other lakes, 
have no outlet through which to discharge solutes.
Continuous desiccation over the years has resulted in an increas­
ing sulfate concentration in East Stump Lake so that in the fall, after
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summer build up with evaporation, the water ia saturated with the ion 
and permits precipitation of sodium sulfate crystals with decreasing 
autumn temperatures. This phenomenon, unique in this chain tc East 
Stump Lake, results in crystal accumulation to a depth of about 12'* 
under ice. With winter pH decreases some of the crystals return to 
solution which, accompanied by freeze out, increases sulfate end conduc­
tivity to late winter peaks. During the spring, with incoming snowmelt 
water and increases in temperature, the salt deposited in autumn and 
winter is redissolved.
Summer sulfate increases in conjunction with evaporation and 
peaks under ice followed by spring dilution, were typical of the chain. 
Reduction of sulfate to sulfide in anaerobic bottom sediments is also 
typical of lakes in the chain but the process is more marked in East 
and West Stump Lakes which lose their oxygen in the winter.
Chloride is regularly present in waters but is abundant only in 
saline and brackish waters. As with previous ions, chloride is concen­
trated by evaporation in tie Devils Lake chain and reaches maximum 
values in East Stump Lake. Like sulfate, chloride increased as evapo­
ration continued during open water and peaked under ice cover.
As indicated by relatively constant values for 1969-71t when 
Creel Boy was rewatered, chloride tends to precipitate out (probably 
in combination with calcium and magnesium) with dropping water levels 
and comes back into solution with rising water levels.
Chloride increased during open water and reached maximum concen­
trations under ice cover. Only in the artesian well and sewage outlet 
were chloride ions more abundant than sulfate. Decreased amounts of 
sulfate in the grounewater may result from anaerobic reduction to
1V7
sulfide. In the sewage outlet chloride is augumented by domestic use.
Nitrogen
Nitrogen occurs in the elemental, organic, and inorganic states.
The inorganic cor.pounds, ammonium salts, nitrites, and nitrates, are 
important to algal growth. Seasonal cycles of the three forms of 
inorganic nitrogen are closely interrelated. Inorganic nitrogen is 
made available by decomposition, the agents being bacteria and fungi 
and the product being ammonia-nitrogen. Nitrification occurs when 
ammonia is oxidized to nitrite and nitrate by aerobic bacteria.
During nitrification, nitrate acts as an electron acceptor by bacteria 
forming nitrite. In small, unstratified, fully circulating lakes, 
ammonia-nitrogen produced by decomposition in the sediments is readily 
available and under aerobic conditions becomes oxidized to nitrite and 
nitrate. Summer maxima of ammonia-nitrogen occur when increased temper­
ature results in a higher rate of amaonification versus assimilation. 
During winter, when decomposition exceeds photosynthesis and oxygen 
values are low, ammonia achieves maximum concentrations. Open water 
NH^-N peaks in East and West Stump Lakes were followed by plankton 
increases and a decrease in this form of nitrogen. The similar 1972 
curves for several stations indicate phytoplankton utilization in July 
and August, a biotic die-off in September with ammonia increases, 
another phytoplankton peak and ammonia utilization in October followed 
by the winter buildup of ammonia-nitrogen.
Nitrite-nitrogen is often present in small amounts forming by 
anaerobic bacterial denitrification of nitrate and by oxidation of NH,-N.
High concentrations of nitrite is usually indicative of fecal contami­
nation, as in the case of the March 1971 peak in East Stump Lake below 
a barnyard and the high values in the sewage outlet. Fecal contami­
nation by waterfowl may explain the high nitrite values in East and 
Mission Bays, as these waters are heavily utilized by waterfowl, par- 
ticularily in the fall. Duck contributions in Lake Mize, Florida, 
were calculated to represent 50-79% of the nitrogen and phosphorus 
loading rates (Brezonik, 1971)«
Nitrate-nitrogen typically exceeds nitrite; some periods when 
the reverse vas true (October, 1971 in West Stump Lake, October, 1972 
in Devils Lake bays and September, 1$72 in Mauvais Coulee) were con­
comitant with lowered ammonia-nitrogen concentrations indicating 
bacterial oxidation of ammonia to nitrite and nitrate utilization by 
the autumn phytoplankton bloom. At other times, ammonia values were 
quite high indicating assimilation and/or reduction rates were pre­
dominant over oxidation rates. Oxidative processes surpassed reductive 
processes in spring and fall giving nitrate peaks at those times.
During anaerobic conditions under ice, e.g., West Stump Lake in January- 
February, 1971, reduction rates exceeded assimilation (photosynthesis) 
with a consequent peak in ammonia and low or absent nitrite and nitrate 
concentrations.
Orthophosphate
High phosphate development in East and West Stump Lakes accompanied 
oxygen depletion. When ferrous ions and phosphate occur together under 
aerobic conditions, insoluble ferric phosphate is precipitated, thus
tying phosphate up in sediments. Hydrogen sulfide formed anaerobically 
under ice reacts with iron to form FeS and liberates phosphorus 
(Einsele, 1936 and Ohle, 195^). In addition, reduced photosynthetic 
activity under ice and a lowered pH also enables precipitated phosphate 
to be brought back into solution. This latter process released PO^ in 
winter in all lakes in the chain.
The delicate balance among various processes in a lake is well 
exemplified by the unusually high orthophosphate readings along the 
chain in the summer of 1972. Abundant orthophosphate in groundwater 
and all lakes except West Stump and East Devils, suggest that the 
entire area was influenced by a common phenomenon. Phosphate concen­
trations continued to increase through July with all stations suffering 
an abrupt decrease on 12 August. Simultaneous occurrence of low values 
in East Devils and West Stump Lakes rules out the possibility of tech­
nique error. All other stations obviously had some common cause for the 
phenomenon; however, information and knowledge is insufficient at this 
time to speculate as to reasons.
Biological Characteristics of Stump Lakes 
Plankton
The low species diversity in plankton of East Stump Lake suggests 
a selective environment. A paucity of species in saline lakes has also 
been reported by Anderson (1938) and Rawson and Moore (19¥0 in saline 
Washington and Canadian lakes, respectively.
The highly mineralized water of East Stump Lake presents a variety
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of extremes to living organisms. Not only is there a high concentration 
of various ions but there is also great annual variation in mineral 
content requiring organisms to rapidly adapt to a wide concentration 
range. Oxygen levels typically decrease with increasing salinity 
(Welch, 1952) and zooplankters must have evolved some mechanism with 
which to cope with this situation. The shallowness of water demands a 
high temperature tolerance during the summer.
Organisms such as Mougeotia sp., Artenia salina and Hexarthra sp. 
are quite tolerant of East Stump Lake conditions. For example, Artemia 
has evolved the ability to hypoosmoregulate thus coping with high ionic 
conditions of the water (Croghan, 1958a, b, c, d). Also, Artemia is 
able to increase its blood hemoglobin in response to a decrease of 
oxygen levels (Gilchrist, 195*0«
Though conditions are severe in East Stump Lake and species 
diversity is low, some of the species that are able to survive the 
extremes build up large numbers, presumably for lack of competition.
This is particularily true of the green alga Mougeotia which reached 
well over 5.000,000 cells per liter several times and Artemia. whose 
abundance at times formed "clouds'’ in the water.
Dissimilarities of the sister lakes East and West Stump Lakes is 
re-emphasized by the greater diversity of plankton in West Stump Lake. 
The significantly less mineralized water allowed a larger number of 
genera with several genera being represented by more than one species. 
East Stump Lake plankton was usually dominated by Mougeotia whereas 
West Stump Lake had severed dominant organisms. As conditions become 
less extreme more organisms inhabit the water. Young (192*0 listed 2k  
genera of phyto- and zooplankton in the early 1900's. The k6 genera
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presents in West Stump Lake today attests to some recovery from a former 
more mineralized condition.
Since phytoplankton need nutrients for growth one would not 
expect high concentrations of nutrients to be maintained in the pres­
ence of large phytoplankton populations. Open water nutrient peaks 
were generally followed by phytoplankton peaks and a subsequent decrease 
in nutrient levels for a time and then another peak in nutrients as the 
plankters died off. For example, orthophosphate levels were low the 
latter part of August 1972 in West Stump Lake during the Synechococcus 
bloom and both nitrate and phospnate peaked the middle of September 
when phytoplankton numbers were down.
Optimum nutrient concentrations, water temperatures and dissolved 
gas concentrations vary for different species and these factors plus 
species interaction play roles in periodicity. Because of its diversity 
phytoplankton periodicity was more obvious in West Stump Lake than in 
East Stump Lake (Figures 77, 78) with distinct spring, summer, and 
autumn peaks. The abundance of Mougeotia in the majority of the East 
Stump Lake samples would seem to indicate there is no fluctuation in 
phytoplankton dominance. However, even though the diversity found in 
West Stump Lake is lacking, if the phytoplankton of East Stump Lake, 
excluding Mougeotia (Figure 77), is examined changes in dominance can 
be seen. The dominant role is played mainly by Nitzschia acicularis, 
coming in in autumn and winter, and Characium sp., most abundant in 
summer. Occasionally, Chaemosiphon sp. and Euglena sp. were dominant. 
West Stump Lake's more diverse plankton showed a maximum of one group, 
e.g., diatom vs. green algae in Septembei'-November, 1970 and bluegreen 




a specific date was composed of a single genus, further emphasizing 
conditions at that particular time are optimum for that particular 
organism alone. For example, the bluegreen peak in June 1970 was 
dominated by Merismopedia and the bluegreen maxima in July and August 
of the same year was composed of Synechococcus.
Long periods of dominance by a r.ingle-geoup usually show a suc­
cession of genera within the group. The diatom peak in September-No- 
vember, 19?0 saw a succession of Amphora to Synedra to Closterium to 
Gyrosigma and then a repeat of Amphora to Synedra to Gyrosigma to 
Syne dr a again.
Although zooplankton patterns were not as obvious the species 
interaction which surely exists was illustrated by Hexarthra and 
Brachionus in East Stump Lake, a maximum of one being accompanied by 
a minimum of the other.
Chemical changes in the lakes over the past years induced biotic 
changes as well. Young 092*0 stated that Nodularia and Chaetoceros 
were abundant in Stump Lake in 19^8. Both of these algae sire salt 
tolerant but Nodularia is no longer present in East Stump Lake and 
Chaetoceros is absent from both lakes indicating chemical conditions 
are no longer optimum for the survival of these organisms in these 
lakes.
Benthos
Biotic changes concomitant with chemical changes is also ex­
emplified by benthic components in East Stump Lake. The animal 
remnants bespeak of a former time when water was less mineralized and
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more tolerable to a larger variety of organisms.
The lack of species diversity in Eaot Stump Lake again emphasizes 
the chemical differences in this lake compared to its sister, West 
Stump Lake.
As with planktonic organisms, benthos must also be highly adapted 
to the extreme conditions of East Stump Lake, those of the Dolichopodi- 
dae being noteworthy. These larvae were collected in bottom crystals 
during the winter when they are not only coping with a "rain" of salt 
crystals upon them but also with low oxygen conditions.
East Stump Lake
East Stump Lake is unique to the Devils Lake chain because it 
occupies an impermeable basin with no appreciable inlets or outlets, 
a factor which has resulted in distinctive features. Prior to this 
study, little data had been collected on East Stump and its discrete 
characteristics merit closer examination and summarization.
Being shallow, 2.5 meters at the deepest part, and lying in a 
northwesterly direction, the predominantly northwesterly winds keep 
the lake in a continual state of circulation during open water periods. 
Seasonal processes of spring runoff and summer evaporation alternately 
raise and lower the lake during a single year. The highly mineralized 
condition is the result of the dominating process of evaporation in a 
closed basin. Mineral content also fluctuates on a seasonal basis with 
spring dilution, a summer evaporation buildup, and a winter poak with 
freeze out of minerals during ice formation. Sulfate activities vary 
slightly from this general trend. This ion reaches saturation levels
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at the end of summer evaporation and decreasing autumn temperatures 
induce precipitation of sodium sulfate crystals. With wind actio” , 
salt bars are formed in the lake and deposits pile up in windrow? >n 
the shore resulting in a significant reduction of dissolved sulfate. A 
pH decline under ice is a consequence of reduced photosynthesis and 
allows for redissolving of some of the sulfate crystals, thus increas­
ing dissolved sulfate concentrations.
High mineral content delays the time of ice formation in compari­
son to other lakes in the area and ice formed never seems to freeze 
hard but retains a slightly ’•mushy" consistency. During ice formation 
minerals are ejected from the ice lattice and winters of maximum ice 
cover are times of maximum mineral concentrations. For example, 
hardness and alkalinity ions were most concentrated in February 1971 
when only a few inches of water remained below the ice.
With reduced photosynthesis under ice ammonia formed during decom­
position accumulates to its highest levels. Because of its shallowness 
the lake invariably is anaerobic under ice cover resulting in phosphate 
release from sediments.
Usually, a pH decrease is accompanied by a carbonate decrease; 
however, winter pH declines were paralleled by carbonate increases. 
Apparently, the decomposition rate is insufficient to convert CO^ to 
HCO^ and concentration of these minerals with freeze out changes their 
ratio and causes pH to decline to the HCO^ range.
Organisms in East Stump Lake are specialized forms— their special­
ization being wide tolerance to minerality, desiccation, high ion content 
and changing ionic ratios, low oxygen levels, toxic H2S levels, crystal 
precipitation, and rapidly changing conditions. Biota contending with
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these conditions today are the plankters Hexarthra sp. and Brachionua 
sp. and the dozen or so algae, the benthic Dolichopodiiae and Artemia 
salina and Mougeotia sp. which are not strictly planktonic or benthic.
The adaptation of these species to their environment has involved the 
evolution of mechanisms that synchronize each phase of the life cycle 
with the environmental condition most favorable to survival. For 
example, the hypoosmoregulation and changes in blood hemoglobin levels 
are two characteristics which enable Artemia salina to inhabit East 
Stump Lake. The Dolichopodidae were collected with the winter salt 
sediments indicating these organisms have evolved means of tolerating 
not only the presence of the crystals but their tendency to upset the 
animal’s osmotic balance.
Desiccation of East Stump Lake is a continuing process with a 
beginning and end. The lake was formerly ouch fresher as evidenced 
by previous water (Young, 1924; Swenson and Colby, 1955; Mitten, Scott, 
and Rosene, 1968) ar.d faunal (Bryce, 1924; Young, 1924) studies. The 
lake has increased its mineral content by about four times in the last 
half century; only two of the 20 genera of rotifers listed by Bryce are 
now found in the lake and only three of Young's 24 genera are still 
present. Present day benthic remains of ostracods, cladocerans, and 
chironomids are also indicative of a formerly less mineralized situation.
The lake has arrived at its present highly mineralized condition 
as a result of evaporation exceeding inflow and because there is no 
outlet for the accumulating minerals. The process was augumented by 
separation of West Stump from East Stump Lake, isolating East Stump 
except for seepage from West Stump Lake. This leakage of West Stump 
minerals into East Stump contributed to its higher mineralized condition
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and allowed West Stump to undergo demineralization and subsequent re­
colonization of many forms of life that were not present at the tine 
of separation, e.g., Branchinecta sp., Hyallela azteca, Gammarus sp., 
Scenedesmua sp., Merismopedia minima, and Sphaerocystis sp« The 
fresher condition of West Stump Lake as compared to East Stump has 
resulted in much more diverse plant and animal populations. However, 
even though West Stump Lake is considerably fresher than East Stump 
Lake, its chemical features still present a limiting environment as 
indicated by the lack of molluscs.
East Stump Lake is a dying lake and unless provided with incoming 
water, desiccation will continue until, perhaps in 100 years, the lake 
no longer exists. The life of West Stump Lake depends upon its con­
tinued supply of incoming water and presence of an outlet. If these 
conditions are met a long life can be expected for the lake. With 
water from Garrison Diversion, both lakes would be diluted and the life 
span of Ea3t Stump Lake would be greatly extended.
Garrison Diversion Plan and Restoration of Devils Lake
With increasing water levels, Devils Lake has again become 
attractive to pleasure seekers. Swimming areas, private boat docks, 
and marinas have been reestablished around Creel Bay. On weekends the 
area is heavily utilized by fishermen, swimmers, and boaters. However, 
these attractions may be temporary if the lake begins another roiiod of 
decline. One purpose of the Garrison Diversion Plan is to move water 
from Lake Sakakawea to Devils Lake and Devils Lake water to Stump Lake 
thus reducing the mineralization of Devils Lake and maintaining it at a
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useable high level.
There are several points to be considered in regard to the resto­
ration of Devils Lake. What is the effect on quality of water moving 
rpproximately 100 miles through a series of reservoirs and canals?
V>iat happens to the chemical features of irrigation water? How will 
tie introduced water affect Devils Lake? finally, how will the down­
stream river system (Sheyenne River) be affected by the Diversion
y
aye tern?
Data from the current study chow that movement of water from one 
area to another increases mineral content. This increase is caused by 
evaporation of exposed water and pickup from inundated land. The 
longer the distance the water must travel, the greater the surface area 
exposed to evaporation and the larger the contributions of minerals 
and 3ilt through runoff, causing increase in mineral content.
Diverted water that is returned over and through soil shows down­
stream increases in mineral content. Surface runoff from irrigated 
land causes increased turbidities in lower regions and mineral increases 
in rivers (Neel, 1953).
Missouri River water just below Lake Sakakawea has a specific 
conductance of about 500 umhos/cm (Neel, pers. comm.), which is lower 
th.n that of Mauvais Coulee. However, considering evaporation, runoff, 
ani irrigation effects, water coming into Devils Lake from Lake Sakaka- 
w> a cannot be expected to retain its original quality. The long term 
effects of evaporation, reservoir aging, and irrigation return will 
probably be increased mineralization and lower productivity of Devils 
Lake.
The raising and maintaining of Devils and Stump Lakes to the
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proposed levels will certainly have some effect farther downstream, 
especially if East Stump Lake is allowed to spill, even gradually, into 
the Sheyenne River. It is possible that East Stump Lake will serve as 
a salt collecting basin for the Devils Lake chain, as it presently does 
for Vest Stump Lake. Overflow of East and West Stump Lakes will add 
in reducing their mineral contents but water leaving the chain will be 
higher in mineral content than the river system it enters.
Although the future of Devils Lake is speculative it is unfortu­
nate that raising of the lake by natural means cannot be expected to 
continue indefinitely, as natural dilution via Mauvais Coulee would be 
much more desirable than diverted water to the productivity and future 
of the lakes in the chain.
SUMMARY
Water in the Devils Lake chain varied from lowly mineralized 
Mauvais Coulee water to the highly mineralized water of East Stump Lake. 
High mineralization of East Stump and East Devils Lakes was attributed 
to their paucity of inlets and outlets which allowed all water in their 
basins to be concentrated by evaporation.
Four consecutive years of high spring runoff gave increased 
volumes of water moving down Mauvais Coulee and into Devils Lake, 
raising its level 12' during the study period. Rising water levels in 
Creel and Main Bays resulted in overflow into Mission and East Bays and 
consequent inundation of formerly dry lake beds.
Initial effects of increased water levels were dilution of some 
ions such as sulfate and increase of others such as calcium, magnesium, 
and chloride indicating the latter are precipitated during Ioj levels 
and redissolved during high water stages while sulfate does not seem 
to precipitate during lowering of lake levels and so is diluted upon 
rewatering. Bottom pickup exceeds dilution until the precipitated 
supply is exhausted at which time dilution is effected. As water 
moved from Mauvais Coulee to Creel and Main Bays into East Bay mineral 
content increased.
West Stump Lake's freshness in comparison to its sister East 
Stump Lake was accounted for by its separation from East Stump and subse 
quent leakage into it. Evaporation has apparently exceeded leakage loss 
in recent years and mineralization is gradually increasing.
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Plankton and benthos of the two Stump Lakes wei.e quite different. 
Species diversity was greater in West Stump. East Stump contained 
chitinized remains of insects and crustaceans that indicate former more 
tolerable conditions. West Stump’s greater diversity represented re­
covery from a more highly saline condition.
Seasonal chemical patterns common to all lakes in the chain were 
summer mineral increases due to evaporation, winter peaks due to freeze 
out and spring dilution. East Stump Lake exhibited a summer build up 
of sulfate to saturation levels and a consequent precipitation of 
sulfate crystals with autumn temperature declines. Winter decreases in 
pH with increasing phosphate readings were also common to the chain.
Chemical changes were also correlated to biological activities, 
e.g., pH and carbonate increases were occasioned by photosynthesis; 
nutrient build up6 occurred during planktonic decreases.
Time required for dissolution o? salts from reinundated land is 
speculative, but if the average discharge of Kauvais Coulee during this 
study period were to continue indefinitely, Devils Lake and its bays 
could be diluted to the minerality of the Coulee within two decades.
Due to climatic fluctuations, dilution via the Coulee cannot be expected 
to continue indefinitely and the lake will undoubtedly again suffer a 
water level decline unless Garrison Diversion is implemented. Though 
the Diversion will raise the level of Devils Lake, its water could have 
undesirable effects on the lakes as it will be used initially for irri­
gation purposes, thus increasing its mineral content.
Long tern; effects of evaporation, reservoir aging, and irrigation 
return, will probably bo increased mineralization and lower productivity
of Devils Lake
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